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Private and confidential 14 July 2020

Attention
Michelle Gledhill
Manager Economic Development
Huon Valley Council
Huonville TAS 7109

Dear Michelle

Regional Workforce Planning- Final Report 

Thank you for the opportunity to undertake this Regional Workforce Planning Study. This 
brings together, our data research, wide ranging consultations and our analysis of those 
inputs into this consolidated report.

It should be noted that in the midst of undertaking this study, the COVID-19 pandemic 
unfolded.  That impacted on our ability to engage with many stakeholders who were 
focussed on dealing with the immediate financial and employment crisis and aftermath.  

In addition, COVID-19 has given rise to a wide range of initiatives and incentives to reboot 
the economy.  Those have not been captured in this study but should form part of the 
deliberations on this report, to the extent they relate to workforce planning and development 
in the region. Key points to emerge from this study are:

• The Huon Valley has been in good shape, with generally favourable economic and 
employment indicators.

• Demand for jobs is forecast to grow and a range of new skills will still be needed to meet 
the needs of employers, once the economy returns to its former growth trajectory.

• There is scope for employers, peak bodies, employment facilitators, educators and 
institutions to work even more closely to drive the untapped potential in the Huon Valley 
and address some of the inter-generational challenges that continue to beset the region.

We trust this study provides a solid foundation for the pursuit of the recommendations 
outlined in this report.

Yours sincerely

David Harradine David Richardson
Partner Director
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Glossary of terms

AASN Australian Apprenticeship Support Network

ANP Apprenticeship Network Provider

ASbAs Australian School Based Apprenticeships

DoE Department of Education

FTE Full time equivalent

GFC Global Financial Crisis

GRP Gross Regional Product

HVC Huon Valley Council

HVW Huon Valley Works

ICT Information and communication technologies

IEO Education and Occupation Index Rank

ILO Industry Liaison Officer

IRSAD Index of Relative Socio Economic Advantage and 
Disadvantage

RTO Registered Training Organisation

SCOTESE Standing Council for Tertiary Education, Skills and 
Employment 

SCS Brighton, Derwent Valley, Central Highlands and Southern 
Midlands

SERDA Sorell, Glamorgan Spring Bay, Tasman and Clarence 
(Council)

TAFE Technical and Further Education

TTC Trade Training Centre

TTW Transition to Work

UTAS University of Tasmania

UTAS AMC University of Tasmania Australian Maritime College

VET Vocational education training



1. Introduction
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Background
KPMG has assisted Sorell, Glamorgan Spring Bay,
Tasman and Clarence (SERDA) and Brighton, Derwent
Valley, Central Highlands and Southern Midlands (SCS)
to undertake regional workforce planning in 2016-17

This work was well accepted by the councils and Skills
Tasmania

Huon Valley Council is looking to achieve similar
outcomes

Objectives and scope
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Generic Objectives 
The study covers steps one and two of a three step
SCOTESE process that aims to:

 Amplify the linkage between regional workforce
planning to regional economic development

 Improve collaboration and dialogue between
industries and regional bodies
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Regional workforce planning and development

The focus of 
this study is on 

Step 1

…but we aim to 
capture ideas in 
relation to Step 2

…so that actions 
to address the 

work force 
issues facing the 

region can be 
implemented

This study is working in Steps 1 and 2 of a three step process...

Step 1:

Regional workforce 
planning

• What is the region’s current workforce capability and capacity?
• What workforce capability and capacity is required to meet the 

future needs of the region?

Step 2:

Regional workforce 
development planning

• What workforce development activities are needed to address the 
workforce capability and capacity gap?

Step 3:

Regional workforce 
development 

implementation

• Implement initiatives that aim to better meet workforce development 
needs by:
- Increasing attraction & retention of skilled labour
- Increasing participation of local people
- Increasing qualifications and skills

*The Standing Council for Tertiary Education, Skills and Employment (SCOTESE) is the successor of the Ministerial Council for Tertiary Education and Employment (MCTEE). 
SCOTESE is one of a number of Standing Councils that report to the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).
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Objectives and scope as required by Huon Valley Council
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

This study set out its own specific objectives, some which this study has achieved and others that will 
need Council and other regional leaders to embrace…

Council’s objectives Status in study
1. To develop a better understanding regarding workforce planning and 

development opportunities relevant to the Huon Valley that enables and 
supports current and projected growth opportunities across the region’s 
primary and growth sectors

Study provides a better 
understanding of the workforce 
needs in key growth sectors 

2. Identification of current and forecast workforce capability and capacity 
required to meet future needs and confirmation of gaps between the current 
and required workforce 

Study identified gaps between 
current and future workforce 
capability and capacity

3. Identification of strategies and actions to close emerging workforce gaps Study sets out strategies and 
actions to close gaps

4. Identification of strategies for managing real or perceived impediments that 
work against anticipated growth in workforce participation in the Huon Valley

Study sets out strategies and 
actions to address impediments

5. Improved linkage between municipal area workforce planning and economic 
development within the Huon Valley

Will need to be tackled as part of 
Step 3

6. Improved collaboration and dialogue between industries and State Government 
agencies in the delivery of education programmes within the municipal area.

Will need to be tackled as part of 
Step 3
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Sustainable social and economic development
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

A skilled labour force is one of the 
pre-conditions for sustainable 
economic development.

There are strong broader social and 
community benefits to be gained by 
developing a more fully employed and 
engaged workforce.

Minimisation of income leakage out 
of the region can follow if jobs are 
created in the region.

Wealth 
injection

Infrastructure Skilled labour
force

Governance 
(inc. land use 

planning)

Lifestyle, 
local identity Technology Environment

Pre-conditions for sustainable economic development

MultipliersEconomic

Income 
injection

Inter-regional & 
International exports 

Capital investments 

Income leakages
- Imports

-Dividends
-External investments

Income 
leakages
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Home & Child 
care Primary 

education

Secondary 
education              
Year 10             
Year 12

TasTAFE; 
Registered 

Training 
Organisations

Trade Training 
CentresUniversity of 

Tasmania and 
other online 
Universities

Industry peak 
bodies 

Employers

Workforce and 
self-employed 

Employment 
Facilitators

Regional workforce planning occurs in a dynamic environment
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Finding ways to achieve a better connection between the needs of employers and the providers of 
education forms a key part of the study.  A dynamic environment with many external factors, most 
recently the COVID-19 pandemic can influence the best laid plans for periods of time…

Regional 
Workforce 
Planning 

Key industry 
sectors 

Key education 
providers 

Corona Virus 
impacts and 
rebound

Warming 
climate and 

natural events 
– fire, flood, 

drought
Immigration 
policies and 

programs

Government 
industry policy 
priorities, trading 
relationships
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector focus areas
The study has focussed on industry sectors that are prominent in the region and have been identified as strategic growth
industries, in both the primary and non-primary sectors.
Many of these industries already have their own sector workforce development plans and these will be considered as part of
this study.
The study has had less focus on ‘support’ industries, such as retail trade, public administration and safety, though there will also
be ‘natural’ employment change in these industries as well, as they expand and contract.
The comparatively smaller and niche industries such as dairy and livestock are important, however stakeholders representing
those sectors have not been able to be contacted as part of this study.

Growth industries

Health and aged care

Disability support

Building and construction

Tourism and hospitality

Manufacturing & Processing

Primary growth industries

Dairy

Fruit and vegetables

Wine

Salmon and seafood

Forestry

Livestock

Sector 
Workforce 

Plans
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2030 and beyond – the future of work will be different to today…  

From 1991 to 2015³
• Lower skilled occupations like 

labourers and administration support 
decreased by 37% and 35% 
respectively  

• Technology change reduced demand 
for typists and bank tellers, film 
processors etc.

Higher demand jobs in 2030²

The Technocrats- Knowledge workers, highly 
skilled, trained, and remunerated. (Electrical
engineers and medical researchers)

The Specialist Professions-Knowledge workers 
that maintain systems and deliver outcomes 
(Accountants, dentists, teachers)

The Doers-Skilled jobs for those who ‘do’ 
(Plumbers, electricians)

The Creatives-Workers driven by what pleases, 
not what delivers the best return (Photographers, 
stylists, social media)

The Care Givers-Workers who provide care and 
support. (Social workers, beauty therapists, 
nannies, fitness instructors)

:

From 1991 to 2015³
• Increase in personal assistants and 

computer programmers 
• Community and professional 

services jobs up by 87%
• The number of professionals 

increased by 54%

From 2017 – 2030 it is projected²:

• Connectivity and a rising population will shape 3 
million new jobs - 55% rise in women workers; 
39% rise in part time work and 195% rise in 
workers over 65 

• Workers will need to be both digitally and soft 
skilled in order to succeed

• Workers will have more flexibility, move from 
task to task, job to job, and place to place more 
than any  previous generations

• Workers will need skills such as creativity, 
entrepreneurial, and communication 

• The Internet will allow innovation and 
entrepreneurism outside of the capital cities

Soft Skills

H
ar

d 
Sk

ill
s

Skills mix for the future job market¹

Commercial 
Ethicist

Robot polishing

AI Interface

Data entry

HR Managers

Trade workers

Hairdressers

ICT Managers

Data Analyst

App and Web 
Developer

Teachers

¹Regional Australia Institute: The future of work: Setting 
up kids for success, November 2016

²Super Connected Jobs: Understanding Australia’s workforce by Bernard 
Salt (KPMG) and nbn Co

³The new work order, Foundation for Young Australians, 2015 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Beyond 2030, 40% of the jobs don’t yet exist, but there are signs where they are heading…

Industry 4.04

The fourth industrial revolution, also known as 
Industry 4.0, is affecting almost every industry 
worldwide. It is rapidly transforming how businesses 
operate. Industry 4.0 uses transformative 
technologies to connect the physical world with the 
digital world. Current trends include:

• advanced automation and robotics (including 
collaborative robots or ‘cobots’)

• machine-to-machine and human-to-machine 
communication

• artificial intelligence and machine learning

• sensor technology and data analytics
4. https://www.industry.gov.au/funding-and-incentives/industry-40



2. Executive 
Summary
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Education and Training Summary (Section 3) 
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Treasury Tasmania – 2019 Population and Local Government Areas, School Directory Australia, Department of Education website, ABS regional profiles census (2016)

Education Huon Valley Tasmania Variance

Non-School Qualifications (%) 57.7% 55.7% 2%

Postgraduate Degree (%) 3% 3.2% -0.2%

Graduate Dip. /Graduate Certificate (%) 1.9% 1.8% 0.1%

Bachelor Degree (%) 10.8% 11.2% -0.4%

Advanced Diploma/Diploma (%) 8.6% 7.5% 1.1%

Certificate (%) 20.7% 21.3% -0.6%

Post School Qualification (%) 42.4% 41.5% 0.9%

Non-School Qualifications - Inadequately 
described (%) 11.3% 10.7% 0.6%

School Completion Variance

Completed Year 12 or equivalent (%) 38.3% 38.3% 0%

Did not go to school (%) 0.2% 0.4% -0.2%

Education Facilities Proportion

Schools 10 283 3.53%

Training Centres 1 8 12.5%

Public Libraries 1 45 2.22%

Commentary 
 Many residents of the region have undertaken 

trade based qualifications given the industries that 
operate in the region.

 The level of people that have undertaken 
postgraduate and undergraduate degrees in the 
Huon valley region is lower than that of the states 
average. However as industries continue to 
demand highly skilled labour, the incentive to 
undertake tertiary study will increase. 

 Dover District School is extending to facilitate years 
11 and 12. This may increase completions in the 
region in the coming years. 

 The Huon Valley region only reported 0.2% of its 
residents that did not have a school education. This 
is half of the Tasmania’s average. 

 The Huon Valley region may be under-utilizing its 
facilities with signs of declining  vocational 
enrolments in the region.

 Notwithstanding these broadly favourable 
indicators, Tasmania’s education outcomes tend to 
lag behind national standards, so there is still more 
work to be done 

The table below summarises a range of education and training related indicators.  These generally suggest the Huon Valley 
is achieving levels of attainment that are comparable to Tasmania.
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Education and Training Summary (Section 3) 

Workforce
policy and 
planning

Skills Tasmania
 Skills Tasmania plays a lead role in setting the workforce planning and development agenda for Tasmania

 Skills Tasmania is guided by Ministerial priorities set for the period from 2018-2021

 Skills Tasmania offers a wide range of funding through to industry bodies, regional associations and employment
intermediaries through various recurrent and special purpose programs, all broadly in alignment with the Ministerial priorities
and other needs that arise

Secondary 
Education

Department of Education

 The Department of Education is leading The Years 9 to 12 Project, which is a collaborative, cross-sectoral project involving a
number of Tasmanian education stakeholders. This Project has evolved over the last 2-3 years, now employing around 20
FTE in the Department

 The purpose of the Years 9 to 12 Project is to enable all students to achieve their potential through Years 9 to 12 and beyond
in further study, training and employment. The project aims to achieve this by making education in Tasmania more
meaningful and engaging to Year 9 to 12 students and thereby improving the numbers of students staying in school through
to Year 12

 The Vocational Learning In Schools Framework provides an over-arching direction for vocational learning and VET in
Tasmanian Schools across four areas: 1. Career Education, 2. Work-Based Learning, 3. VET delivered to school students
and 4. Apprenticeships and traineeships for school students.

TasTAFE and 
the RTOs

TasTAFE and other RTOs
 TasTAFE is Tasmania’s largest and publicly funded RTO. It delivers training in the region through the Trade Training Centre

in industries such as construction. Some suggest there is scope for TasTAFE to do even more in the region.

 TAFE institutes and private training providers account for 85.8% of training in the Huon Valley (statistical area). Several
RTOs are delivering training to employees in the key industries such as Individual Support (Ageing, Home and Community),
Individual Support (Disability), Early Childhood Education and Care

The broad ‘system’ of education, training and workforce development is led by the Department of Education and Skills 
Tasmania.  Their policies and priorities shape the activities of other key stakeholders that are active in the Huon Valley, 
including the High Schools, the Trade Training Centre and RTOs. The University of Tasmania is also active in the region.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Education and Training Summary (Section 3) 

Trade Training 
Centre

 The TTC provides a range of skill development and vocational courses to both students and adult learners in the Huon Valley. Courses targeting 
adults through Skills Tasmania funding, delivered by RTOs and the UTAS at the TTC include disciplines such as Early Childhood, Disability 
Care,  Aged care, Coxswains and Maritime Operations, Brewing and Fermentation and Kitchen Operations

 The high quality facilities allow VET courses to be made available to students and adult learners such as horticulture, aquaculture, metal; 
fabrication, automotive studies and construction.

 Typically, school aged students and adults are not mixed, whereas these cohorts have, in previous times, been mixed as much as 50/50. 
TasTAFE’s funding arrangements have influenced this policy. 

 The TTC also offers a Cert II – Foundations Skills Learning Package for year 11 and 12 students who may need further support in the areas of 
employability, work readiness, personal growth, literacy, numeracy and ICT skills. 

 An Advanced Learning Centre is also attached to the Huonville High School for more advanced students seeking to pursue scientific endeavours.

University of 
Tasmania

 UTAS offers a wide range of courses, all readily available to prospective students living and/ or working in the Huon Valley, with highly ranked 
courses in English, Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Education, Environmental Sciences, Law, Medicine, Sociology, Economics Arts and 
Humanities, Social Sciences, Life Sciences, clinical, pre-clinical and Health and Physical Sciences disciplines.

 UTAS is delivering courses into the Huon Valley through the Trade Training Centre in Maritime Operations, though the Australian Maritime 
College.

 UTAS is now offering Associate Degrees as a stand-alone qualification or as a pathway to Bachelor Degrees or beyond in the high growth 
industries of the Huon Valley such aquaculture, agri-business and applied business (with a specialisation in tourism and events.

 UTAS is offering a range of its courses using on-line methods, making it accessible to students in more rural and remote regions.
 UTAS has recently launched some ‘Job-ready Certificates’ as part of the 2020 Higher Education Relief Funding. These cover a range of topics 

including Health, Education, Counselling and Sustainable Living and have significant fee reductions for 2020. See 
https://www.utas.edu.au/certificates.  These Certificates can provide pathways into other qualifications.

 UTAS also has a growing number of short courses, and the capacity to micro credential,  which enables individuals (and industry) to build 
capability and capacity in key areas of need/interest, including courses that are developed in response to COVID-19 (Wellbeing Toolkit).

 The advent of associate degrees is a recognition that the University’s current undergraduate programs are not appealing to as many Tasmanians 
as they should. A key target are the 3,500 Tasmanian students who finish Year 12 each year but do not pursue further study. 

 Increasing awareness of these pathways to people in the Huon Valley should be a consideration.

The Trade Training Centre is a genuine regional asset in terms of providing a focal point for vocational education and 
training. Its staff deliver several Certificate level courses and its facilities are hired by other RTOs to conduct training.
There is scope for the Trade Training Centre to build on this strong foundation to increase its profile in the region.  
The University of Tasmania is also active in the region and there is the potential for UTAS to expand its presence 
further, through the short courses and Associate Degrees now offered in industries that are significant to the region.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Employment intermediaries in the Huon Valley (Section 4)

• Transition to Work (TTW) is a federally 
funded program, delivered in southern 
Tasmania by Colony 47.  The program 
provides coaching and mentoring to assist 
youth at risk with coaching and mentoring 
support services  to prepare people for 
work, and then facilitate job matching with 
employers where possible

• The program targets candidates who meet 
the age criteria, have not finished year 12, 
do not have a Cert 3 and are indigenous.  
Referrals to the program are direct from 
Centrelink within 4 days of a candidate 
meeting one of more of the criteria.  

• The program provides are an intimate and 
tailored case-management approach 
structured around 5 ‘Projects’- starting with 
Project 1: On-boarding – goal setting, 
understanding roles and accountabilities 
advancing through to Project 5: Landing 
your job or qualification - getting a paid job, 
achieving a Cert III qualification or finishing 
Year 12. 

• MEGT is an Australian not-for-profit organisation 
that has been supporting local employers, 
apprentices, trainees, job seekers and students 
for over 35 years.

• Local consultants work across every state in 
Australia, and in the ACT helping Australian 
businesses, apprentices and trainees get the 
most from the Australian Apprenticeships 
programme.

• MEGT are one of 7 Apprenticeship Network 
Providers contracted by the Australian 
Government through the Department of 
Education, Skills and Employment to provide 
Australian Apprenticeship Support Network 
(AASN) services.

Services:

• Apprentice and trainee sign up

• Group training

• Recruitment  and payroll services

• Career hub

• Workskills is contracted to the Federal 
Government through the Department of 
Employment (DoE) to provide services to 
eligible job seekers registered through 
Centrelink and referral.

• For job seekers Workskills, as a contracted 
Jobactive provider, assists with one-on-one 
support to help members find and keep a 
job, depending on their individual 
circumstances and needs.

• For employers Workskills, as a contracted 
Jobactive provider, gives members access 
to a free service that can help you find staff.

Services:

• Employment and eligibility assistance

• Assistance in finding work and vacancies

• Ongoing support once a job in found

Transition to Work MEGTWorkskills

Within the Huon Valley, there are range of national programs designed to connect school leavers, job seekers, 
apprentices and employers.  These have different target participants but can collectively work to match up people 
seeking work with the needs of employers.  Other niche programs active in the region are Huon Valley Works, including 
the Get Picking program.  However, some national programs aren’t necessarily providing the linkages and outcomes 
some would expect, suggesting there is scope for more work to be done to build bridges between job seekers and 
industry.  

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Regional Profile Summary (Section 5) 1/2
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

The table below summarises a range of indicators that outline the current economic and social profile of the region and 
the growth/ decline and relative importance of industries to the Huon Valley region and Tasmania. More generally, the 
analysis of the data suggests that the community profile for the Huon Valley is reasonably strong, with signs of population 
and production/ output  growth and comparative strong advantage/ disadvantage rankings.

Source: Treasury Tasmania – 2019 Population and Local Government Areas, ABS Regional Profiles 2016 Census 

Community Profile

Regional Profile (Section 5.1) Huon 
Valley

Tasmania

Population 17,400 531,000

Median age 46.9 42.4

Population Density 2.94 7.8

Historic Population growth (2014-2018) 6.88% 3.12%

Projected 2040 population 20,923 560,000

GRP Growth (2018-2019) 0.6% 3.3%

Regional Profile:
• Huon Valley accounts for 6.6% of Tasmania’s size and approximately 

3.1% of total population and so the Huon has a comparatively lower 
population density.

• The median age (46.9) in the Huon Valley is slightly older (4.5 years).

• Huon Valley has experienced 3.76% higher population growth over 
the past 4 years.

• Huon Valley is projected to reach a population of 20,923 by 2040 under 
the medium forecast controls.

• GRP growth rate shows a largely positive increase with 12 of the last 
18 years reporting positive growth.

• Index of Relative Socio Economic Advantage and Disadvantage 
(IRSAD) Rank: Huon Valley is in the 74th percentile for Tasmania 
indicating higher advantages/opportunities & lower disadvantage 
compared to other councils in Tasmania.

• Education and Occupation Index Rank: The Huon Valley is in the 81st

percentile for Tasmania and 51% nationally, indicating individuals within 
the region are more qualified and skilled in comparison to other regions 
in Australia.
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Housing, Jobs & Income Summary (Section 5) 2/2
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Treasury Tasmania – 2019 Population and Local Government Areas, ABS Regional Profiles 2016 Census 

Community Profile

Housing (Section 5.2) Huon 
Valley Tasmania

Proportion of houses owned outright 41.4% 35.7%

Median House Price Increase (2015-2018) 22% 31%

Housing Sales Growth (2015-2018) 24% -15%

Percentage of population in rentals 18% 27%

Percentage of dwellings not accessing the 
internet 18.7% 19.5%

Jobs and Income (Section 5.3)

Unemployment Rate 6.7% 7%

Government Support 32.3% 30.6%

Housing
 The proportion of houses owned outright is 5.7% higher in the Huon 

Valley.
 Property sales have seen a significant increase over the previous 4 

years (24%) compared with a decline of -15% in Hobart.
 The proportion of the population that are in rental accommodation is 9% 

lower in the Huon Valley. 
 Property sales over the 2015-2018 period increase by 24% in the Huon

Valley. 
Jobs and Income Profile
 55.4% of Huon Valley workers are employed within the region. With 

employees in Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (88.8%) along with 
Accommodation and Food Services (73.7%) representing the two highest 
industries in which residents are employed locally.

 Professionals and Managers represent the two highest paying 
occupations in the Huon Valley with Professionals taking home 20% 
more than the regions average wage.

 The top 5 growth industries over the 2011-2016 period were -
Administrative and support services (253 people), Agriculture Forestry and 
Fishing (209 people), Professional, Scientific and technical services (130 
people), Healthcare and social services. (118 people) and Manufacturing 
(105 people)
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Business and industry summary (Section 5) 
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (including aquaculture) represents 
the largest industry in the Huon Valley, and also displays the highest 
level of specialisation. 

 Arts and recreation services displayed the highest level of growth 
over the period (2011-2016). Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, 
Education and Training, Manufacturing and Retail Trade together 
account for 53% of total employment in the region. 

 Breaking down Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (26% of Huon Valley 
employment) we see that Aquaculture makes up 15.8% of jobs in the 
Huon Valley followed by Agriculture 7.9%. 

 Forestry and Logging accounted for 3.3% of Huon Valley 
employment in 2009/10 but has steadily declined to1.2% in 2018/19

Tourism
• Huonville, Cygnet and Dover all experienced year on year growth 

over the 15-18 period in terms of visitation. 

• The 18-19 period saw a steep decrease in visitations –
presumably as a result of the early 2019 fires and subsequent 
closure of the Tahune Airwalk.

Aquaculture
• The gross value of fisheries and aquaculture increased by 4% 

over the 2016-17 period to $946.9m despite a 7% decline in 
overall production value.

• Wild catch has decreased 4% with a 23% decrease in production 
volume.

• Salmonoid accounts for 96% of total aquaculture production.

Agriculture:
• South East Tasmania accounts for 16.2% of Tasmania’s total 

gross agriculture.

Business and Industry Profile (Section 5.4)

 The Huon Highway (Grove) had increased traffic flow of 22% from 2013 
to 2018.

 All surveyed traffic areas experienced growth of at least 9% in the same 
time period, with activity on Police Point Road increasing 32%.

 71% of Huon Valley workers commute to work by car, which mirrors 
greater Tasmania.

 55% of Huon Valley residents work within the municipality. 

 The average reported commuting distance for Huon Valley residents 
was 1.53km longer than the average Tasmanian commute.

Work Travel Profile (Section 5.5)

In order to estimate future workforce capacity needs, the official forecasts 
for south east Tasmania have been extrapolated for the smaller Huon 
Valley region.

Based on that analysis, in order to meet the workforce requirements an 
estimated 176 additional workers will be required over the following 5 
years (in addition to any retirements). The growth industries are 
expected to be:
 Health Care and Social Assistance – 29 workers required

 Construction – 28 workers required

 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing – 65 workers required

 Accommodation and Food Services – 35 workers required

Given the nature of the analysis, it would prudent to suggest a range of 
150- 200 jobs may be needed. (pre-COVID-19) 

Further analysis suggest jobs in the Huon Valley could grow from almost 
5,000 in 2017 to between 14,000 to 15,500 by 2040 depending on the 
population series that unfolds.  

Workforce Demand Forecasts (Section 5.6)
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Industry insights summary (Section 6)

Key primary industries Current workforce issues Outlook & workforce needs 

Fruit and vegetables

 Core permanent labour quite stable, pickers and 
packers in amply supply but reliability can be a 
problem 

 Lack of middle management capability

 Major players looking to year on year 
growth of 10-15%, p.a. which will drive up 
demand, but not at an equivalent rate

Wine

 Training is specialised and often occurs mostly 
on the job. 

 Mobilising a workforce during harvesting can be 
difficult.    

 Local forklift and tractor courses and 
training. Dedicated seasonal worker 
resources.

Salmon and seafood

 Sourcing labour for farmhand and factory roles 
can be a challenge especially around Dover, 
polarising Salmon industry undervalued by some

 Major players looking to year on year 
growth of 4-6% p.a., which will drive up 
demand, but not at an equivalent rate

Forestry

 Some difficulties attracting and retaining staff, 

 Not high paying, lose some to other better 
paying industries

 Industry fairly static in the Huon Valley, no 
significant growth plans

The higher growth sectors of aquaculture and fruit (especially cherries) foreshadow continued growth that will create 
opportunities for Huon Valley residents, but seasonal labour requirements will still need to be met by immigrants and 
overseas workers
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Industry insights summary (Section 6)

Key industries Current workforce issues Outlook and workforce needs 

Health, aged care 
and disability
support

 Generally able to source labour needs

 Key employers are reporting lower employability 
and soft skills in candidates and some current 
staff

 Existing major operators are not indicating 
significant infrastructure expansion plans, 
but demands are likely to continue to rise.

 At home care and tele-health will be on the 
rise and continue to drive the need for more 
carers

Building and 
construction

 Finding workers with technical skills (excavator 
drivers, truck drivers & plant operators) with on-
the-job experience.

 Comprehensive streamlined training and 
TAFE courses which can be completed 
independently of oversight from senior staff

Tourism and 
hospitality

 Not seen as a career, many micro-businesses, 
deficit in soft skills, lack of another major visitor 
drawcard 

 Growing job numbers are forecast and 
improved customer service skills once 
recent down turn is reversed.  

 The re-opening of the Tahune Airwalk and a 
second ‘iconic’ drawcard are seen as critical 
to the growth of the sector in the Huon

Manufacturing & 
Processing

 Training and qualifying employees is resource 
intensive, often drawing resources away from 
other jobs.

 Aim to support aquaculture clients and their 
projected growth in the 5-10% region. 

 A streamlined TAFE course to ensure up 
skilling is available to employees easily. 

Most of these sectors will typically grow and require more jobs as the Huon Valley’s population and production grows 
in the higher growth outlook industries of aquaculture and agriculture…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Directions and recommendations (Section 7)

Recommendations
The Council 
and Skills 
Tasmania

1. Develop an overarching governance arrangement to take carriage of considering the findings, issues, 
opportunities and recommendations set out in this study.

2. Council to continue to pursue funding for a dedicated resource to connect job seekers with employers and 
other employment facilitators, drawing on the lessons of the role now being undertaken for the SERDA.

3. Rejuvenate the Huon Valley Service Providers Network as a structured forum to ensure strengthened 
connections between the sectors - education, training, job facilitation and employers groups.

4. Consider leading and/ or supporting specific local initiatives such as industry events, jobs fairs, school and 
Trade Training Centre showcase events to amplify the linkages between education and employment and 
the job opportunities and skill needs in the Huon Valley.

5. Continue to amplify council’s vision to strengthen local appropriately skilled employment as part of its 
broader economic development strategy.

6. Develop an ‘open for business’ mindset in the consideration of developments that will stimulate growth and 
jobs in the region, while balancing environmental and social responsibilities

7. Continue to maintain and invest in local infrastructure and amenity that aims to make the Huon Valley an 
attractive place to visit, live and work within, in order to maximise expenditure in the region.

8. Promote and expand Skills Tasmania’s targeted industry and employment programs in the region.
9. Develop specific awareness of the COVID-19 related skills and employment initiatives and work with other 

stakeholders to promulgate those the through Huon Valley regional networks
10.Develop an appreciation and monitor the evolution of Industry 4.0 and the funding and incentives available 

that could impact on, and support the transformation of jobs, skills needs and industries in the Huon Valley.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Directions and recommendations (Section 7)

Recommendations
The educators 
and trainers

1. Continue to strengthen the profile of the Trade Training Centre as a significant community asset, through 
initiatives such as but not limited to broader community engagement, some independence from the 
Huonville High school in terms of web-site presence and autonomy.

2. Look to strengthen the prominence of Tasmania’s leading post secondary institutions – UTAS and 
TasTAFE – in the Huon Valley, amplifying and making plain, the pathways from high school through further 
education and training to jobs in the Huon Valley region and beyond.

3. Increase the profile and take-up of Australian School Based Apprenticeships as a legitimate pathway for 
students to gain hands-on work experience while remaining engaged with school through to Year 12.

4. Continue to work on programs that develop core employability skills such as foundational literacy/ 
numeracy, personal presentation, punctuality, customer service, client care.

5. Continue to promote the role and services being provided by the Libraries in the region, in areas that 
support literacy development, preparation for work and social engagement for longer term unemployed 
workers.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Directions and recommendations (Section 7)

Recommendations
Job facilitators 
and industry

1. Work with the Department of Education and the high schools in the region to promote and implement 
Australian School Based Apprenticeships as an accepted pathway for students in years 9 to 12.

2. Promote and refine as required, other traineeships and work-experience initiatives to allow students to get 
a ‘taste’ of careers at an early age and develop on-the-job skills in parallel to completing their studies at 
school through to year 12.

3. Raise the profile of industry employment hubs, such as those in place for the aged care and fisheries 
industries.

4. Embrace the possibility of additional resources, along the lines of that now in place at SERDA, to provide 
improved capability to match job seekers and employers in the region.

5. Participate enthusiastically in any Council and/ or Government led initiatives in the region that aim to 
stimulate awareness and interest in jobs and careers in the Huon Valley.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…
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Skills Tasmania perspectives

 Huon Valley Works has been operating for some time
to support local employment. It’s ‘Get Picking’ program
has been funded by the Ian Potter Foundation. This
has been based on the social enterprises model for
providing support to marginalised younger people

 SERDA has proven to be a successful model of
workforce planning and development through the
creation of SERDA’s Workforce Development and
Engagement Officer. There may be lessons from the
SERDA model and implementation that could have
relevance to the Huon Valley

 The similarities and difference between the SERDA
region and Huon Valley will need to be understood.
The Huon Valley’s reliance on seasonal workers is a
key point of difference

 An analysis of regional employment hubs was
undertaken for Skills Tasmania by David Morgan in
January 2018. This would provides insights into the
employment hub model – their strengths and
opportunities to evolve.

 Skills Tas offers two main funding options, plus other
one-off grant fund options

 The Skills Fund - supports industries and
businesses to grow and develop a skilled
workforce by providing subsidies for training for
existing workers to develop new skills through
nationally recognised training. It is open to
Endorsed RTOs working in partnership with an
employer or industry association to deliver the
training.

 Apprenticeship and Training Fund (User Choice)
provides subsidies to endorsed RTOs to provide
training to apprentices and trainees

Skills Tasmania
“Supporting training and workforce
development for Tasmanians Skills Tasmania
develop and manage the Tasmanian training and
workforce development system in partnership
with industry, the vocational education and
training (VET) sector, training providers and the
wider community. Skills Tasmania is a division
of the Department of State Growth. Our goal is
to ensure that all Tasmanians have access to
vocational education and training that leads to
jobs, opportunities and economic growth.”

Priorities for the training and workforce
development system in Tasmania are set out
periodically in the Ministerial Priorities for
Training and Workforce Development. There are
six priority areas for the Tasmanian Training and
Workforce Development system in the period
2018-2021:

1. Invest in training and workforce
development activities in priority
industries to drive economic growth and
employment

2. Facilitate a high quality, responsive and
flexible training system

3. Support TasTAFE to be a high quality,
contemporary and responsive public
provider

4. Support more apprenticeships and
traineeships

5. Support all Tasmanians to access training
and gain skills to participate in the
workforce and community

6. Promote vocational pathways in a modern
economy

These priorities aim to deliver a more efficient
and competitive training system, with a strong
focus on producing the skills needed by the
current labour market, and on investing in skills
that will drive economic growth.

The training and workforce development system in
Tasmania is established under the Training and
Workforce Development Act 2013 and incorporates
the vocational education and training system,
including the apprenticeship and traineeship
system. These are also part of the national training
system.

The apprenticeship and traineeship system is a key
focus for the Tasmanian Government. In 2017, the
Government committed to increasing the number
of apprentices and trainees by 40 per cent by 2025
(Building your Future Strategy, 2017).

Tasmania has also signed the National Partnership
for Skilling Australians Fund, which also sets targets
for increasing the number of apprenticeships and
traineeships in Tasmania.

Department of State Growth
Skills Tasmania

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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1. Career Education

• Requirements and 
guidelines for schools to 
develop career education 
programs such as events, 
forums, come and try days 
with industry

• Career education is now 
seen as a responsibility for 
all teachers, but there is a 
hope to have a ‘champion’ 
in each school to lead the 
program

• This stream aims to have 
at least one person in each 
high school with a 
Graduate Certificate in 
Career Development

Department of Education

Years 9 to 12 
Project“The Years 9 to 12 Project is a
collaborative, cross-sectoral project
involving a number of Tasmanian
education stakeholders. These
include Catholic Education
Tasmania, Independent Schools
Tasmania, the Department of
Education, TasTAFE, the University
of Tasmania, Skills Tasmania and
the Office of Tasmanian
Assessment, Standards and
Certification.

The purpose of the Years 9 to 12
Project is to enable all students to
achieve their potential through Years
9 to 12 and beyond in further study,
training and employment. The
project aims to achieve this by
making education in Tasmania more
meaningful and engaging to Year 9
to 12 students and thereby
improving the numbers of students
staying in school through to Year 12
and/or further training and education
attendance rates of students at
school and/or further training and
education achievement of students
in the career pathway they choose.”

VOCATION LEARNING IN TASMANIAN SCHOOLS FRAMEWORK
The Framework provides an over-arching direction for vocational learning and VET in Tasmanian 
Schools and will be supported by requirements and guidelines for each of the four areas: Career 
Education, Work-Based Learning, VET delivered to school students and apprenticeships and 
traineeships for school students.  Each of these is summarised below. The Department’s resource 
commitment to this area has grown from 2 in 2016 to around 20 FTEs in 2020, expanding in line 
with the increased numbers of students completing years 11 and 12.

2. Work-based learning

• Requirements and 
guidelines supporting 
schools to create 
opportunities for students 
to gain real world industry 
exposure and experience

3. Vocational Education 
and Training

• Requirements and 
guidelines for Tasmanian 
schools to support them 
in delivering robust, 
industry-relevant and 
nationally-recognised 
VET qualifications to 
students.

• This stream includes 
oversight of the Trade 
Training centres around 
Tasmania (including the 
Huonville facility)

4. Australian School Based 
Apprenticeships

• Requirements and 
guidelines for schools to 
support the successful 
integration of 
apprenticeships and 
traineeships with students’ 
educational needs and 
obligations

• This is achieved through a 
three-party contact 
between the school, the 
employer and the student 
to under a combined load 
of school based education 
and on-the job training

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

School Years
Cygnet Primary School Primary

Dover District School Kinder – Year 10 Going to extend 
to Year 12 in 2020

Franklin Primary School Primary 

Geeveston Primary School Primary 

Glen Huon Primary School Primary

Huonville High School Year 7 -12 

Huonville Primary School Primary 

Peregrine School Kinder to year 6 

Sacred Heart Catholic School Primary 

St James Catholic College Kinder – Year 10

Huon Valley Trade Training Centre Adult and tertiary

Libraries Tasmania Adult and tertiary

Wayraparattee Child and Family 
Centre

0-5 Years 

Launching into Learning 0-4 Years

The Huon Valley Region has 10 Schools in total, 1 Trade Training Centre in 
Huonville and 2 High schools that will extend to year 12 by 2020. 

Education Facilities

School locations

High schools which continue or will 
continue to year 12 by 2018

Trade Training Centre
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Enrolments & VET Subject Enrolments
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

2018 2017

VET Subject Enrolments Across Huon Valley Statistic Areas: 
Top 10 (2018)[1]

Education Enrolments Across Huon Valley Statistical Areas[1]

Construction & Plumbing

1609
1702

Education enrolments

— Education enrolments in the Huon Valley Statistical areas (HVSA) decreased
from 1702 in 2017 to 1609 enrolments in 2018.

— TAFE enrolments decreased by 18% in 2018.

— Private training providers represented the largest education enrolments in 
2018 (51%), followed by TAFE (35%) and school (9%). 

— Together Universities, Enterprise providers and Community education 
providers only accounted for 5% of enrolments in 2018.

VET Subject Enrolments

— Students enrolled in a total of 10,249 subjects in 2018, down from 10,694 in 2017 
and 11,337 in 2016.

— Students enrolled in 38 different types of training over the 2018 period. 

— Community services represented the largest subject type in 2018 (18%), followed 
by Seafood Industry subjects (9.1%).

Source: VOCSTATS – Education enrolment by provider type - statistical areas: ‘Huonville – Franklin’, ‘Geeveston – Dover’ & ‘Cygnet 2018 & 17’. Accessed on 2/07/2020. Source: VOCSTATS – TVA 
Subject Enrolments 2015-18 by Huon Valley statistical areas: ‘Huonville – Franklin’, ‘Geeveston – Dover’ & ‘Cygnet’ 2018. Map available in appendix 3.
[1] Due to the unavailability of direct Huon Valley LGA data - data was substituted in from the Huonville – Franklin, Geeveston – Dover & Cygnet statistical areas. Further detail provided in Appendix 3
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Education

Source: ABS – 2016 Census of Population and Housing: Socio-Economic Indexes for Australia (SEIFA), 2016, accessed 07/01/2020, Source: ABS – 2016 Census Community Profiles – Huon 
Valley, accessed 07/01/2020.

— 47.3% of Huon Valley residents (7,673 residents) hold 
qualifications. This is slightly higher than the Tasmanian 
figure of 45.9% (233,949 residents).

— 7.8% of residents are currently attending university or a 
tertiary institution. 15.7% of residents hold a Bachelor Degree 
or higher.

— In total, 27.5% of Huon Valley residents are attending an 
educational institution.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Summary Skills Tasmania ‘Employment Hub: Guidelines’

1. Community Collaboration

A common feature of employment hubs is community ownership and collaboration. Subsequently this aspect needs to be designed and 
managed. To tackle complex, entrenched social problems the guidelines recommends the utilisation of the Collective Impact Framework. The 
framework has a series of steps which can be pertain to: the existence of a common agenda, data collection and utilisation, a plan of action, 
open and continues communication; and a backbone organisation with staff and skills to serve the entire initiative and coordinate participating 
parties.

2. Governance

Regional employment agencies tend to be not-for-profit organisations and funded (at least initially) by the government. There are a range of 
legal structures available to not-for-profits, with most opting for a limited by guarantee or co-operative structure.

3. Key Resources

Key resources can be categorised into four major categories: physical, intellectual, human, and financial.

4. Key Partnerships

Community ownership and participation hinges around open, inclusive and well maintained relationships with local stakeholders. These 
stakeholders range across local business, industry and services providers.

The building blocks of an employment hub

“Regional employment hubs are community-based organisations that support local businesses and workforce. Their broad purpose is to ensure the 
continued integrity of a regional economy through linking local employers and job seekers. Regional economic stagnation leads to the local workforce 
gravitating towards high-growth areas (such as metropolitan centres), thus heightening regional economic inequality.”

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Employment Hubs*

 Funded by the Federal Government - the 
Burnie training hub was established in 
January of 2020 with the intention of 
strengthening partnerships between local 
school, industries and employees.

 The training hub is primarily driven by a 
facilitator who will provide career advice and 
mentoring, while in turn promoting education 
and training pathways in areas of local skill 
shortages. 

 The Burnie training hub is apart of a 10 hub 
trial across Australia aimed at regions with 
high youth unemployment. 

 The hub will primarily target year 11 and 12 
students.

Burnie Training Hub

 Huon Valley Works (HVW) was set up as an 
initiative to address barriers to employment, 
namely: low socioeconomic background, a 
family history of unemployment, a lack of 
industry specific knowledge, and poor 
educational outcomes.

 Huon Valley Works is a community owned.

 In conjunction with connecting jobseekers and 
employers HVW also offers industry specific 
and general work readiness training. 

 HVW is a locally owned service, run by local 
staff with a key focus on community 
development and connection.

Huon Valley Works 

 Andrew Hyatt has been employment by the 
South East Region Development Association 
(SERDA) with funding secured through to 
Tasmanian Community Fund

 Andrew’s role is to act as an intermediary 
between employers, prospective employees, 
RTO, ANP and schools to match people to jobs 
in the south east region

 In around 18 months, KPIs for the role indicate 
that through Andrew’s interventions:

• 150 jobs have been filled
• 38 apprenticeships have been established
• 15 ASbAs have been/ will be commenced
• 690 individual engagements/ meetings have 

been undertaken with employers
• 140 resumes have been supported and sent 

by job seekers

 The role position is undocumented and has a 
free reign to provide the ‘glue’ that can bind 
stakeholders together through quite complex 
processes

 Other councils including Huon Valley, George 
Town are seeking similar funding to replicate 
the role in their regions.  Derwent Valley, 
Southern Midlands and Glenorchy are also 
pursuing similar opportunities

SERDA

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

*There is a tender currently on AusTender (Dept. of Employment) for a Employment Facilitator with state wide coverage
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities

Project Name

Joining Dots between Adult Learning 
& Employment

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Other Community Services

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

This project has been designed to support unemployed Tasmanians to 
overcome barriers and successfully transition from unemployment to 
employment.  The trial is based on the following two stages.
• Stage 1 – Using a person-centred approach a community liaison officer will 

conduct an assessment of the jobseeker using specifically designed 
assessment tools, including ACSF, Core Skills for Work and the Health and 
Wellbeing Index Scale to determine what the current barriers are to 
employment and inform what wrap-around supports are needed.

• Stage 2 – jobseekers will then be supported to transition to Stage 2 where 
they will develop foundation and employability skills. They will develop a 
Career and Learning Action Plan to identify their strengths and areas of 
interest to identify their most suitable career pathway and develop a career 
action plan. This stage includes exposure to employers, training providers 
and Apprenticeship Network Providers. 

The Industry Liaison Officer (ILO) and Apprenticeship Network Provider (ANP) 
will work together to support the participant to pursue their chosen career path 
and apply for employment and/or undertake further education.

Project Name

Community Training Tools

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Other Community Services

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2017-2018

Date of Deed/Contract

15-Jun-18

Project Summary

To map the training needs of House staff volunteers and their local 
communities and mechanisms to deliver the required training, including the 
development of resources such as 'How To' guides for governance training, 
how to create work ready skills, and how to negotiate training to the best 
advantage of their communities.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Population Profile
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— The Huon Valley shares a similar population profile to that of 
Tasmania as a whole. Over 50% of the Huon Valley’s 
population are aged 25-64.

— It has a median age of 46.9 years, 4.5 years higher than that 
of Tasmania.

— The Huon Valley is slightly over-represented with the 65+ 
demographic (21.4% of total population), and slightly under-
represented with the 0-24 age bracket (27.8%) compared to 
broader Tasmania.

Source:  Department of Treasury and Finance, accessed 17/12/2019, ABS Region Data Huon Valley and Tasmania. 
<https://www.treasury.tas.gov.au/economy/economic-data/2019-population-projections-for-tasmania-and-its-local-government-areas>. 
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— The population density for the Huon valley region is 
significantly lower than the average for Tasmania. The region 
has a density of 2.94, (for every 1 square kilometre there is 
approximately 3 people). To contrast this Tasmania's average 
is approximately 8 people per square kilometre. 

— The geographical region of Huon Valley is 5497 Sq/Km and 
Tasmania 90,758 Sq/Km respectively. 

— The Huon Valley region accounts for 6.6% of Tasmania's size 
and approximately 3.1% of its total population. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Historical Population Growth
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— The Huon Valley has experienced population growth more 
than double that of Tasmania overall since 2013.

— It recorded 5 year population growth of 7%, compared to 3% 
growth overall for Tasmania.

— The region’s population growth rate has increased year-on-
year since 2015.

— The fertility rate in the Huon Valley is 2.31 babies per 
women. Tasmania has an average of 1.96 babies per 
women. 

Source:  ABS.Stat - ERP by LGA (ASGS 2018), 2001 to 2018, accessed 17/12/2019.
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Population Projection: Huon Valley— Estimates for population growth range from 8% to 25% from 
2019 to 2040, with a medium estimate of 21%.

— The Huon Valley’s population is projected to grow at an 
average rate of 0.78% p.a. (medium) from 2017 to 2042.

— The area’s fertility rate is estimated to peak at 2.31 in 2027-
28 (medium), remaining constant in future years.

— The male population is expected to increase by 17% by 
2042, compared to a 25% increase in the female population 
(medium).

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Gross Regional Product
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Headline GRP Growth Rate: Huon Valley (2002 - 2019)

Source: ID Community, accessed 17/12/2019, <https://economy.id.com.au/tasmania/gross-regional-product>.

— Huon Valley fires in early 2019 and subsequent closure of 
the Tahune Airwark are factors which likely contribute to the 
drop seen in 2019.

— The impact of the GFC can be seen over the 2008-2012 
period.

— The average growth since 2002 was 2.8% with a peak in 
2005 of 12%.

— Headline Gross Regional Product (GRP) was $0.72 billion 
(2018-19), a decline of 0.6% on the previous year. This 
compares to 3.3% growth for broader Tasmania over the 
same time period.

— The Huon Valley has experienced headline GRP growth of 
49.8% since 2001, averaging 2.8% p.a.

— The area’s jobs to residents ratio in 2018-19 was 0.67, 
meaning that for every resident worker there was 0.67 jobs.

— Agriculture, forestry and fishing had the highest jobs to 
residents ratio (1.17), mining has the lowest (0.00).

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Socio-Economic Index’s for Huon Valley Region 

Advantage/Disadvantage Index Rank (IRSAD) Education and Occupation Index Rank (IEO) 
The index of relative Socio-economic Advantage and Disadvantages (IRSAD)
summarises key social and economic elements in regions around Australia. A
lower score indicates the region has lower economic advantages and greater
disadvantages. This indicates the specified region has many households with
lower education status, income and skill. This Index includes variables such as
income, education, family dynamic, mortgages, single parents and vehicles per
house.

This index measures levels of education completed by citizens in
particular regions. A low score reflects a region in which citizens are less
qualified and skilled and therefore are employed in a low skilled job.
Variables include whether or not individuals have completed high school
or university and what level of skill is required for their current occupation.

Tasmanian Rank (IRSAD) 

Australian Rank (IRSAD) 

Tasmanian Rank (IEO) 

Australian Rank (IEO)

The Huon Valley is in the 
74th percentile for Tasmania 
for the Advantages and 
Disadvantage Index Rank 
and in the 38th percentile 
Nationally. The Huon Valley 
region therefore is in the 
lower half of the Nation, this 
indicates the area is exposed 
to lower 
advantages/opportunities and 
higher disadvantages when 
compared to other regions in 
Australia. 

The Huon Valley is in 
the 81st percentile for 
Tasmania for the 
Education and 
Occupation Index Rank, 
and in the 51st

percentile nationally. 
The Huon Valley region 
is in the upper half of 
the nation. This 
indicates that 
individuals within the 
region are more 
qualified and skilled in 
comparison to other 
regions in Australia. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: ABS – SEIFA 2011- Index’s



5.2 Housing profile
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Housing Profile

Source: Real Estate Institute of Tasmania, accessed 18/12/2019, <https://reit.com.au/market-facts/suburb-reports/>. 

• 18% of Huon Valley residents are in rental 
accommodation, significantly below the state figure of 
27%.

• It has a higher proportion of homeowners, including those 
with a mortgage, compared to Tasmania overall.

• 7% of the region’s households are in mortgage stress, 
compared to the state average of 5%.

• The average rent in the Huon Valley is $94 per month 
less than the Tasmanian average. The average mortgage 
is $90 per month below the state average.

• 18.7% of dwellings in the Huon Valley do not access the 
internet compared with 19.5% for Tasmania. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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• The median house price in the Huon Valley has risen 
22% to $383,700 from 2015 to 2018, with Hobart gaining 
31%.

• Property sales in the area have increased 24% over the 
same period, compared to a decline of 15% in Hobart.

• The average time a property is on the market has fallen 
from 78 days to 48 days. This is in line with the trend in 
Tasmania.

• The median house price in the Huon Valley is 8.6 times 
its median wage.
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Housing Profile (2015-2018)

Over the 2015 to 2018 period Huonville is consistently the town with the largest sales, with a significant increase 
between 2016 and 2017.  

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Housing sales by town: 2015-2018
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Housing Profile (2015-2018)

Within the Huon Valley region the townships with the highest number of sales between 2018-2018 was Huonville 
(188), followed by Cygnet (125). 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study



5.3 Jobs and 
income profile
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The unemployment rate in Huon Valley peaked in 2013 – synonymous with other southern councils at the time – before 
stabilising in the following years. Year-on-year growth in employed residents since 2016 indicates Huon Valley’s internal 
ability to foster growth within the region.

Source: ID Community, accessed 20/02/2020 <https://economy.id.com.au/tasmania/employed-residents>
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Local Jobs

The number of local jobs in the Huon Valley varies year-to-year, indicative of temporary 
work, redundancies in an occupation as well as creation of new jobs in others. Overall, 
the number of jobs in the region has increased by 12% since 2001.

Source: ID Community, accessed 20/02/2020 <https://economy.id.com.au/tasmania/local-jobs>

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Labour Force Profile
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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• Labour Force can be defined as those actively 
seeking the labour market and those actively 
seeking employment. The labour force in Huon 
valley is 9687 people; (2016 Census) and 339,633 
people state-wide. The labour force in the region is 
significantly lower than Tasmania’s average.

• The participation rate measures the total amount of 
employed persons divided by the working age 
population. The participation rate (51.4%) for the 
Huon region again contrasts with the states average 
of (55.5%), indicating that participation in the labour 
market is significantly lower.

• The youth unemployment rate for the Huon valley 
(19.5%) is lower than the states average (19.8%). 
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Wages by Occupation (2011-2016) & Government Support Payments
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Source: ABS - 2016 Census of Population and Housing (Table W16), accessed 19/12/2019.

• Every occupation in the Huon Valley has 
experienced wages growth (with the 
exception of the “not stated” category).

• Labourers have experienced the largest 
growth in wages, with pay rising 23%.

• The average wage of every occupation 
remains below the state average.

• Professionals have consistently been the 
highest paid occupation in both the Huon 
Valley and Tasmania, with those in the 
Huon Valley taking home 20% more than 
the region’s average salary of $44,400 p.a.

• 32% of the Huon Valley’s population receive 
government support payments, with 25% 
receiving either the Age Pension or 
Disability/Carer payments.

• The proportion of individuals receiving 
government support in the Huon Valley is 
similar to that in Tasmania overall (32.3% and 
30.6% respectively).
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5.4 Business and 
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Industry Profile (2011-2016)

Source: ABS.Stat - T34 Industry of employment by sex (LGA), accessed 17/12/2019, Source: ABS - 2016 Census of Population and Housing (Table W09), accessed 17/12/2019.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Huon Valley: Industry Growth Share Matrix 

• The largest industry in the Huon Valley, agriculture, forestry and fishing, expanded by 4.1%.

• Arts and recreation experienced the largest growth of any industry, increasing 38% over the same time period.

• Wholesale trade recorded the greatest decline, falling 32.2%.

• Mining, manufacturing, and electricity, gas, water and waste all experienced declines of at least 10%.

Circle Size - proportion of 
Huon Valley population
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Employment by Industry

Source: ABS.Stat - T34 Industry of employment by sex (LGA), accessed 19/12/2019. Source: ID Community, accessed 13/01/2020, <https://economy.id.com.au/tasmania/employment-by-industry>. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

• Agriculture, forestry and fishing has 
consistently been the area’s largest 
industry, comprising 26% of all employed 
persons in 2018/19.

• Agriculture, forestry and fishing accounted 
for 1,298 of the Huon Valley’s 4,982 local 
jobs (2018-19), including 786 in 
aquaculture.

• Construction has experienced the greatest 
decline, falling from 7.5% of all employed 
persons in 2014/15 to 5.6% in 2018/19.

• Breaking down Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fishing (26% of Huon Valley jobs) we see 
that Aquaculture makes up 15.8% of jobs 
in the Huon Valley followed by Agriculture 
7.9%. 

• Forestry and Logging accounted for 3.3% 
of Huon Valley employment in 2009/10 but 
has steadily declined to1.2% in 2018/19.
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• The Huon Highway (Grove) had increased 
traffic flow of 22% from 2013 to 2018.

• All surveyed traffic areas experienced 
growth of at least 9% in the same time 
period, with activity on Police Point Road 
increasing 32%.

Traffic Movements and Work Travel Analysis

Source: RoadsTas Traffic Stats, accessed 17/12/2019, <http://geocounts.com/traffic/au/stategrowth>.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

• 71% of Huon Valley workers commute to 
work by car, which mirrors greater 
Tasmania.

• Workers in the Huon Valley use their cars to 
commute to work significantly more than 
Hobart workers, with 54% of Hobart 
commuters using their car.

• Just 3% of Huon Valley workers walk to 
work, compared to 16.4% of Hobart workers.
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• Overall 55% of residents work within the Huon 
Valley.

• From 2011 to 2016 only 5 industries saw an 
increase in self-containment with the other 14 
showing a decrease.

• 88.8% of residence employed in the Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fishing industry are employed 
locally.

• Residents of the Huon Valley reported an 
average commuting distance 1.53 kilometres 
further than the Tasmanian average.

• Residents also reported a median commuting 
distance higher than Hobart and Tasmania.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Commuter Habits
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Job Containment (2016)• Job containment – referring to populations living and 
working in the same council area – is typically higher in 
either isolated and metropolitan regions where most 
employment opportunities tend to be in close proximity to 
where the population resides. Job containment is lower in 
the regions located on the outskirts of the metropolitan 
areas such as Hobart and Launceston. 

• In 2016 55.36% of Huon Valley residents worked within 
the region.

• Compared with Councils such as the Southern Midlands 
(32.38%), the Derwent Valley (37.70%) and even Sorell 
(27.56%) which exist in a similar rural - yet close to Hobart 
locations, the Huon Valley (55.36%) has a much higher 
level of containment.

• Job containment has dropped by 6.1% since 2011 
(61.4%) with Mining (-16.0%) Construction (-13.8%) and 
Transport, Postal and Warehousing (-13.1%) displaying 
the large decrease in containment.

• This suggests that over that 5 year period, the Huon 
Valley has become more of a commuter suburb, perhaps 
reflecting the increase in people moving to the region for 
lifestyle, while still being able to work elsewhere.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Workforce profile and changes 
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

The graph presents the change in persons 
employed in each industry. 

The graph indicates that the Huon Valley region 
has experienced some growth from 2011 to 
2016. 

The top five growth industries are:
— Administrative and support services - 253 

people employed, increase of 47 jobs.

— Agriculture Forestry and Fishing - 209 people 
employed, decrease of 20 jobs.

— Professional, Scientific and technical services  
- 130 people employed, increase of 13 jobs.

— Healthcare and social services - 118 people 
employed, increase of 26 jobs.

— Manufacturing - 105 people employed, 
decrease of 79 jobs.
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Public administration and safety

Wholesale trade

Manufacturing

Retail trade

Financial and insurance services

Rental, hiring and real estate services

Information media and telecommunications

Electricity, gas water and waste services

Transport, postal and warehousing

Mining

Professional Scientific & Technical Services

Arts and recreation services

Other services

Construction

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Education and training

Administrative and support services

Accommodation and food services

Health care and social assistance

Increase/decrease in jobs

Huon Valley Change in Employment 2011-2016 
Increase of 58 jobs 

+272

-214 

Source:  economic.id – Employment (total) by Industry (Huon Valley Council area) – accessed on 24/06/2020
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Preliminary workforce requirements by 2024

Chef, customer 
service, front of 

house

Nurses, carers, 
support workers 

likely to be needed

Aquaculture, 
wineries, fruit may 

require middle 
management and 
‘hands-on’ skills

Tasmanian Employment Projections 
(May‐2019 ‐ May‐2024)  South East Tasmania 

Industry 
Huon Valley 
Employment 
(2018/19) 

Employment 
(May‐19) 

Employment 
(May‐24)  Growth #  Growth %  Huon Valley 

Growth # 

Accommodation and Food Services  330  1,500  1,660  160  11% 35 
Administrative and Support Services  93  573  617  44  8% 7 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing  1,298  2,294  2,408  114  5% 65 
Arts and Recreation Services  123  424  462  38  9% 11 
Construction  278  1,863  2,049  186  10% 28 
Education and Training  471  1,123  1,070  (53) ‐5% (22)
Electricity, Gas, Water & Waste Services  46  262  258  (4) ‐2% (1)
Financial and Insurance Services  44  232  232  ‐ 0% ‐
Health Care and Social Assistance  413  1,616  1,729  113  7% 29 
Information Media & Telecommunications 56  168  162  (6) ‐4% (2)
Manufacturing  441  1,387  1,337  (50) ‐4% (16)
Mining  ‐ 152  148  (4) ‐3% ‐
Other Services  162  546  562  16  3% 5 
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services 220  708  786  78  11% 24 
Public Administration and Safety  217  1,127  1,016  (111) ‐10% (21)
Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services  51  147  154  7  5% 2 
Retail Trade  443  1,385  1,462  77  6% 25 
Transport, Postal and Warehousing  165  594  596  2  0% 1 
Wholesale Trade  131  226  237  11  5% 6 
Total Industry  4,982  16,327  16,945  618  176 

Estimates suggest the Huon Valley will need around 176 jobs by 2024 
Source:  Lmip.gov.au – employment projections for the five years to May 2024, accessed 24/06/2020.
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Preliminary workforce requirements over the next 40 years

Source:  ABS.Stat - ERP by LGA (ASGS 2018), 2001 to 2018, accessed 17/12/2019.

Using a combination of the Huon Valley Employment figure (4,982 in 2018/19) with the current population (17,400 in 2017) we can see the ratio of jobs to 
residents (1:0.28). If we then carry this figure over the following 20 years we can gauge the projected job requirements. While useful in creating a guideline 
this method carries forward a number of assumptions (such as the age profile) and should only be seen as indicative.

Notwithstanding that caveat, this would suggest jobs in the Huon Valley could grow from almost 5,000 in 2017 to between 14,000 to 15,500 by 2040 
depending on the population series that unfolds.  

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

16,870 – Current Population
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employers
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Industry Workforce Plans Summary
Common Workforce Issues Tourism and 

hospitality
Building and 
construction

Aged care, 
disability

Dairy Wine Salmon Forestry and 
Livestock

Manufacturing
And 

Processing

Fruit Seafood

High demand for industry outputs     

Ageing workforce     

Low employability skills     

Industry attractiveness as career       

Low attractiveness for higher skilled 
labour    

Seasonality of demand for labour     

Uncoordinated approach by industry 

Training/ development pathways/ 
programs      

High reliance on part-time & casual 
labour     

High reliance on locally-based workers  

Difficulty attracting labour to regions    

Common current issues across the industry growth sectors may still remain in the Huon Valley…
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Key Sector Trends
Common Workforce Issues Tourism and 

hospitality
Building and 
construction

Aged care, 
disability

Dairy Wine Salmon Forestry and 
Livestock

Manufacturing
And 

Processing

Fruit Seafood

Competition from other industries for 
labour     

Singular gender focus of workers Female Male Female Male Male Male

Access to accommodation for workers  

Sector Forces and Trends

Expansion and diversification in the 
domestic market       

Expansion in the foreign market      

Increased focus on work-related safety  

Push toward youth education, training 
systems and government support     

Technological advancement paramount 
to industry success  

Future decline in the industry 

Future decline in demand for jobs for this 
sector  

Future climate volatility affecting industry        

Common industry forces and trends are also evident in the workforce plans…
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Current workforce capability and capacity issues summary

Tourism and hospitality Building and construction Aged care Manufacturing and Processing

— Various labour supply issues 
currently affecting the industry –
peak seasons, inadequate 
training programs, industry not 
seen as a career

— Various skills issues and 
shortages currently affecting the 
industry

- Lack of specific skills to 
support emerging markets 

- Need to improve partnerships 
between education, training 
providers and the industry 

— Difficulty attracting labour to 
regional areas

— Improving access to affordable 
accommodation

— Reducing transport barriers to 
employment 

— Current skills shortages – Chefs

— An ageing workforce may see the 
industry lose 10% of the 
workforce by 2020 and a further 
15% over the next 15-20 years

— The industry responds to demand 
which causes employment levels 
to fluctuate over short periods

— Access to trade training and the 
four years required to be qualified 

— Non-completions of 
apprenticeships

— Competition from other industries

— Attracting females to the industry 
in general

— Shortage of skilled workers who 
are able to perform conservation 
work to maintain heritage estates

— Current skills shortages –
bricklayers, plasterers

— An ageing population in the 
regions

— The ageing of the workforce

— The low employability skills for 
many seeking lower level 
positions, due to broader socio-
economic disadvantage in the 
regions

— Generally tight funding to the 
sector and need to embrace new 
technologies to improve labour
efficiency

— Some current skills shortages –
registered nurses

— Primary issues include the 
increasing pressure on 
technological advancement in the 
industry

— Some traditional manufacturing 
industries have suffered recent 
declines. 

— Growth in high-value advanced 
manufacturing has contributed to 
the greater importance of the 
sector as a whole to the 
Tasmanian economy.

— With significant State and 
Federal investment in maritime 
and defence strategies in 
particular, the sector is well-
placed to establish competitive 
advantage in relation to its niche, 
high quality production and 
processes.
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Current workforce capability and capacity issues summary

Dairy Fruit Wine Salmon

— A general shortage of Labour at all 
levels

— Lack of interest and/or awareness 
of jobs from locals

— Shortage of high-caliber managers 
to manage farms

— No coordinated approach to 
Labour recruitment across the 
industry

— Difficulty attracting Labour to more 
remote regions

— Shortage of business 
management and supervisory 
skills

— Challenges with recruitment and 
retention due to the seasonality of 
the work and the wages on offer

— Competition for scare labour in the 
regions from other industries

— Lack of knowledge of career 
pathways

— The image of the industry is not 
attractive to employees

— The access to training programs 
and resources in the regions

— Quality of local labour is not 
adequate; driving a need for 
immigrant labour

— Attraction and retention of 
highly skilled labour 

— Providing career pathways 

— Ageing workforce

— Yield variability and the variable 
demand for labour this creates

— No specific viticulture training 
qualifications run in Tasmania 

— The structure of the current 
structure of training requires 
that trainees work a minimum 
of 20 hours per week every 
week does not suit industry 
needs

— Competition for workers amongst 
other industries and sectors

— Industry attractiveness and appeal

— Superior wages on offer in 
competing sectors e.g. oil and gas

— A continually changing regulatory 
environment makes workforce 
planning more difficult

— Flexible, cost effective and 
accessible training to regional 
areas

— Reduce quality of candidates 
seeking roles in the industry

— The remoteness of the jobs, 
unsociable working hours and 
access to accommodation

— Retention of aquaculture graduates 
in the state

— Male-orientated industry
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Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Current workforce capability and capacity issues summary

Forestry and Livestock

The Tasmanian Government has invested, and 
continues to invest considerable funding into 
workforce development and training for the primary 
industry sector.

— A decline in employment numbers have been 
occurring, and continue to be predicted for the 
sector.

— Lack of skills in technological literacy, largely 
driven by the fast pace of tech development.  

— largely driven by technology advancement

— Increased demand for employees technology 
based skills. 

— With its reach across the state, breadth of job 
roles and focus on technology, the primary 
industry sector in Tasmania has employment 
opportunities for people of varying skill levels 
and interests.

Disability services

There are two primary issues facing the 
workforce in the disability care sector. These 
are:

- Difficulty in recruiting

- Difficulty in retaining

Seafood

— Wild catch fisheries have an ageing 
workforce with an average age of 49.5.  60-
70% of the workforce is over 50 and not 
many young people are coming through 

— Seasonality of the work available 

— Competition for workers amongst other 
industries and sectors

— Annual workforce development funding is not 
long term and strategic

— Industry attractiveness and appeal to 
younger workers

— Flexible, cost effective and accessible 
training to regional areas

— Environmental issues impacting on 
workforce demand e.g. POMS, algae blooms

— The remoteness of the location of jobs



6.2. Hospitality and 
Tourism
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• All surveyed areas in the Huon Valley 
experienced a decline in visitors of at least 
13% between 2015-16 and 2018-19. There 
was a large fall in 2018/19.

• Dover was the only area to have an 
increase in average nights stayed, but 
experienced the greatest decline in visitor 
numbers (24%).

• Total nights stayed in all surveyed areas 
declined by at least 20%, with Huonville 
experiencing the greatest decrease (49%).

• Cygnet and Dover had large increases in 
total nights stayed in 2017-18 (36% and 
69% respectively), which then fell sharply in 
the following year.

Tourism
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Source: RoadsTas Traffic Stats, accessed 19/12/2019, <http://www.tvsanalyser.com.au/>.
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Tourism and Hospitality 

Project Name

You're Welcome' - A Workforce Development Initiative of Cultural 
Diversity in Hospitality

Industry (ANZIC category)

(H) Tourism & Hospitality

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 2017-2018

Date of Deed/Contract

30-May-18

Project Summary

To reduce migrant jobseeker's barriers to employment in hospitality by engaging employers in the hospitality sector who value workforce diversity 
with multicultural communities and education and training providers. The outcomes will be an increase in employment of migrants in the 
hospitality sector; an increase in workforce diversity at participating hospitality venues and a reduction in discrimination towards migrants and an 
increase in the capacity and skills of migrant job seekers.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Agriculture
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Fruit and 
nuts - Pome 
fruit - Apples

46%

Fruit and 
nuts - Stone 

fruit -
Cherries

44%

Fruit and 
nuts - Other 

fruit -
Blueberries

4%

Fruit and 
nuts - Other 

fruit -
Strawberries

6%

Other
0%

Breakdown of the  Fruit and Nuts (excluding grapes) 
Category

Other
1%

Hay
1%

Nurseries, 
cut flowers 

or cultivated 
turf 
30%

Fruit and 
nuts 

(excluding 
grapes) 

64%

Livestock 
slaughtered 
and other 
disposals -

Total
4%

Huon Valley Agricultural Outputs

Source: 7503.0 - Value of Agricultural Commodities Produced, Australia, 2015-16

• The Huon Valley accounts for 4.61% ($68 million) of Tasmania’s gross agricultural value ($1.4 billion).

• Fruit and nuts (excluding grapes) accounts for $44 million (64%) of the agricultural output in the Huon Valley.

• Outdoor nurseries make up 88.10% of the Nurseries, cut flowers or cultivated turf category. 

• Of the Fruit and Nuts (excluding grapes) category cherries and apple account for 90% of the output.
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Agriculture

Project Name

Workforce plan for the NW 
agricultural Sector

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Other Agriculture

Funding Body

NW Job Generation Package

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Aug-19

Project Summary

To inform current and future jobseekers on the employment and 
career opportunities in the agricultural sector; identify the skill and 
knowledge requirement of those opportunities and inform industry, 
governments, education and training providers on what actions need 
to be taken, by who, to support the growth of high skilled and high 
valued agricultural workforce in the NW region

Project Name

Fruit industry quals

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Fruit growing

Funding Body

Skills Fund

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

• Maintain work health and safety processes 
• Supervise work routines and staff performance 
• Lead a diverse workforce 
• Manage conflict at work 
• Provide work skill instruction
• Identify risk and apply risk management processes
• Manage a small team
• Lead a diverse workforce 
• Manage conflict at work 
• Provide work skill instruction
• Analysis and interpret production data
• Support policy implementation

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study



6.4. Aquaculture 
and fisheries
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• The gross value of production of Tasmanian 
fisheries and aquaculture increased 4% to 
$946.9 million.

• This was despite a 7% decline in overall 
production volume.

• Gross value of wild catch production 
declined 4% to $176 million, with a 23% 
decrease in production volume.

• Aquaculture recorded a 6% increase in 
gross value of production to $771 million, 
despite salmonoid production volume falling 
6%.

• Salmonoid accounts for 96% of total 
aquaculture production.

Acquaculture (2016-2017)
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Source: ABARES – Fisheries -> Fisheries and Aquaculture Statistics -> Production, accessed 17/01/2020, <https://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/fisheries/fisheries-and-
aquaculture-statistics/production-2017#production-by-jurisdiction>.
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Salmon & Seafood

Project Name

Tasmanian Seafood: Rising with 
the Tide

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Seafood (inc fishing)

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

5-Jul-19

Project Summary

To assist TSIC to address priority workforce development goals 
including; preparing the industry for a new generation of workers, 
improving capability and professionalism of new workforce entrants, 
creating a positive culture, facilitating succession planning in 
Tasmania's wild catch fisheries and connecting workforce demand to 
meaningful outcomes.

Project Name

Developing training pathways for 
oyster farmers

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A&C) Aquaculture

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

Since the Pacific Oysters Mortality Syndrome (POMS) outbreak in 2016 
the industry has been rebuilding its stock and staff capacity.  During this 
period there has been consolidation of farms as many family-owned farms 
have sold to larger farms who are seeking an economy of scale post 
POMs. This consolidation has led to a demand for managers with the skills 
to run larger scale operations. 

Whilst the industry is focussed on rebuilding it has not had the capacity to 
develop and access training that will address its needs of future and 
current managers.

The barrier of regions, POMs recovery and size has meant that the 
Industry is unable to resource the consultation required to develop a 
management training program.

This project aims to complete this consultation and development stage to 
enable the roll out of a Shellfish Certificate IV program that will increase 
the number of farmers accessing apprenticeships for this training.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Salmon & Seafood

Project Name

Supporting Hatchery Employment Longevity Locally (SHELL)

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A&C) Aquaculture

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

The SHELL project will address the supply shortage of job capable candidates in the Sorell region and surrounding Oyster industry by supporting 
the skills development of local job seekers to transition into employment undertaking a Certificate III in Aquaculture. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study



6.5. Forestry
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Forestry

Non-school 
qualification

36%

Unskilled 
25%

Other
39%

Forestry Workforce by Skillset: Huon Valley

• The median age of a forestry worker in the 
Huon Valley is 45 years (2016), up from 41 
in 2011.

• 36.2% of workers have a non-school 
qualification (i.e. Diploma, Bachelor’s 
Degree etc.), up 3% since 2011.

• The number of unskilled forestry workers 
has decreased by 17.6% since 2011.

• The number of Huon Valley residents 
employed in the logging industry has 
decrease to 94 in 2011 to 39 in 2016, which 
is a refection of the reduction in the scale of 
that industry sector in Tasmania.

Source: ABARES – Australia’s State of the Forests Report (Table 6.54), accessed 17/01/2020 & economy ID – employment (census) be industry sector, 
accessed 20/04/2020

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Forestry

To develop a VET program for forestry careers into Tasmanian Schools 
for years 10, 11 and 12, with Forest Industry Employers, My Education, 
School Based Apprenticeship Staff, Trade Training Centres and 
Apprentice Network Providers 

Project Name

Next Generation Foresters

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Forestry  

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

18-Apr-19

Project Summary

Project Name

Next Generation Foresters

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Other Agriculture

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

30-May-19

Project Summary

To create a link between the current formal school learning packages 
and practical learning through apprenticeships/traineeships with primary 
producers in Tasmania. 

RBT, in collaboration with agricultural and educational stakeholders, will 
develop and deliver a Pilot Cadetship Program that will guide and 
mentor young Tasmanians in the Agribusiness sector and deliver 
training to farmers to better support workers. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study



6.6. Aged care, 
health care and 
disability care 
service
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Aged Care

Project Name

Aged Services just isn't for old 
people - the next stage

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Aged Services

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2017-2018

Date of Deed/Contract

15-Jun-18

Project Summary

To increase the number of younger people entering into and/or 
considering a career in the Aged Services sector. One of the objectives of 
the project is to increase the number of apprenticeships (school based) 
which is a key government objective.  The project will develop marketing 
and promotional resources, partnerships between stakeholders including 
Aged Service organisations, Department of Education and Employment 
Service Providers.

Project Name

Pathway to Quality

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Aged Services

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

The focus of this project will be on identifying 'right fit' people and 
providing participants with pathways to support them gain the skills and 
knowledge required to deliver quality services to older Tasmanians. 
Utilising an apprenticeship/traineeship pathway enables and supports a 
'grow our own' focus and drives the delivery of quality learning 
outcomes.

The program will develop a collaborative environment (Industry 
led/demand driven) where all stakeholders involved (Aged Service 
Organisations, Employment Service Providers, Registered Training 
Organisations, Government, Apprenticeship Network Providers) build 
the capacity and capability of the Aged Services Sector Workforce and 
work together to identify, recruit, support, employ, develop and retain 
the workforce utilising apprenticeship/traineeship pathways.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Health, Aged and Disability Care

Project Name

Nursing

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Aged Services

Funding Body

Skills Fund

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

HLT54115 Diploma of Nursing

Project Name

WFD in Disability Sector - Career 
and training pathway development 

and delivery

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Disability Services

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Dec-18

Project Summary

To define career pathways relevant to the Tasmanian Sector and 
promote these careers to: potential new workforce entrants, including 
schools and mature age students; the existing workforce who may be 
looking at further training and up-skilling opportunities; the existing and 
future Allied Health Workforce.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Health, Aged and Disability Care

Project Name

Upskilling the Disability Sector With 
Traineeships

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Disability Services

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

The disability sector is experiencing substantial pressure and change.  This 
project will address these barriers and embed the traineeship model into the 
business structure of employers across the state while establishing a valued 
work progression within the sector for employees.

The project will:

• Promote the use of traineeships as a flexible pathway to skill support 
workers in the disability sector, and increase awareness to meet 
workforce needs through the traineeship model.

• Convert a minimum of 60 casual support workers into traineeships 
across the state.

• Build the organisational capacity of disability sector employers across 
the state to sustain skilling workers through traineeships in the future.

Project Name

Disability Sector Traineeship 
Pathways Program

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Disability Services

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

The project aims to embed the traineeship recruitment pathway into the 
business structure of employers in the disability sector across the state. 

The project will: 

• Promote the use of traineeships as a recruitment pathway in the 
disability sector, and increase awareness to meet workforce needs 
through the traineeship model.

• Deliver a minimum of 60 high quality trainees into the disability 
sector across the state.

• Build the organisational capacity of disability sector employers 
across the state to sustain employment through traineeships in the 
future.

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Health, Aged and Disability Care

Project Name

Qualifications for Disability Sector

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Disability Services

Funding Body

Skills Fund

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

CHCCCS019 Recognise & respond to crisis situations
CHCMHS004 Work collaboratively with the care network & other services
CHCMH011Assess and promote social, emotional & physical wellbeing
CHCPRP003 Reflect on & improve own professional practice

Project Name

Building EYSAC sector capability 
for trainees

Industry (ANZIC category)

(Q) Early Childhood Education & 
Care

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

This project will work with employers/workplaces, Apprenticeship Network 
Providers and Registered Training Organisations who have capacity to 
support the uptake and completion of traineeships in Tasmania. This 
approach will ensure a robust, shared vision for increasing the recruitment 
and retention of Early Years and School Age Care (EYSAC) Trainees for 
Tasmania.
This project will include: 

• Upskilling current educators to be effective coaches of trainees in the 
workplace to progress through and complete qualifications. 

• Mentor access for Workplace coaches to embed learning to contribute 
to a sustainable framework. 

• RTOs collaboratively developing consistent resources to enhance 
workplace support skills, enabling workplaces (and students) to 
develop clear understanding of professional obligations. 

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Manufacturing  

Building and 
Construction

Manufacturing 
and processing
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Building & Construction
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Project Name

Building Futures program

Industry (ANZIC category)

(E) Construction

Funding Body

NW Job Generation Package

Date of Deed/Contract

29-Aug-19

Project Summary

To meet existing and emerging skill needs within the building and 
construction industry.  The Program will provide funding for 50 pre-
apprentice and apprentice commencements across a range of targeted 
construction related trades over the 2019/20; 2020/2021 and 2021/22 
financial years.

Project Name

A workforce initiative: increasing 
the multicultural diversity in the 

building and construction industry

Industry (ANZIC category)

(E) Construction

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

2-Sep-19

Project Summary

To develop and deliver a sustainable framework of workforce 
development which will be used to inform a state-wide approach to 
enabling the participation of multicultural Tasmanian community 
members in the building and construction sector. 
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Building & Construction
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Project Name

South East Apprenticeships Tasmania (SEAT)

Industry (ANZIC category)

(E) Construction

Funding Body

GATIRS

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

The South Eastern Region of Tasmania is undergoing high activity levels in key industries, and this is expected to continue. However, an ageing 
workforce may see the construction industry lose 10% of the workforce by 2020 and a further 15% over the next 15–20 years.

MAS National's SEAT program seeks to provide local business with an apprenticeship-ready cohort through a project that combines pre-
employment training, employment brokerage services, transportation, intensive mentoring and an incentive scheme to support regional job 
seekers overcome their barriers to employment and support local industries in growth to meet their workforce development needs, while 
supporting employers successfully receive these new employees.

Collaborating with multiple partners, the project will offer a holistic approach to skills development and leverage their extensive industry networks 
to support job seekers into an apprenticeship or traineeship.

Construction Company, Podmatrix, has pledged to offer an apprenticeship or traineeship to 10 participants from the program, with further 
employment outcomes being sought from MAS and SERDA’s industry networks, including Work & Training, the largest Group Training 
Organisation in Tasmania.

The project will also leverage off existing initiatives in the region, including the Jobs Action Package.
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Manufacturing
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Project Name

Fabrication Career Awareness using 
Simulated and Augmented Training Tools

Industry (ANZIC category)

(C) Advanced manufacturing

Funding Body

Workforce Development Grant 
2018-2019

Date of Deed/Contract

29-May-19

Project Summary

To develop and deliver a career awareness program to promote 
employment and training opportunities in fabrication and, more broadly, 
the advanced manufacturing industry.  

The pilot program will be delivered to staff and students across 
Tasmanian schools, state-wide.  Transportable, state-of-the-art simulated 
and augmented welding simulators will be at the core of program delivery 
that will be developed in association with key education and industry 
stakeholders (a Project Steering Committee), together with 
complementing other related training and workforce development projects 
in the advanced manufacturing sector.

Project Name

Maritime Skills Pilot Project

Industry (ANZIC category)

(C) Advanced manufacturing

Funding Body

Ministerial Signature Project

Date of Deed/Contract

21-May-19

Project Summary

To develop and implement a pilot program that delivers accredited 
welding training in Tasmanian maritime and advanced manufacturing 
workplaces.



7. Conclusions and 
Recommendations
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
Education
profile
(Section 3)

— Coverage of 10 Schools in total, 1 Trade Training Centre in 
Huonville and 2 High schools that will both extend to year 12 by 
2020. 

— Education outcomes are generally on par with the Tasmanian 
averages across most indicators

— The Huon region had 2,230 enrolments in Vocational Education 
Training in 2018. 

— The largest provider of courses was through private RTOs, 
providing 60% of all courses.  

— The most popular category of study was Community Services, 
followed by Agriculture, Maritime and Aquaculture. 

— The Huon region is generally 
adequately serviced with educational 
facilities

— Schools and training institutions in the 
Huon region are generally delivering 
good educational outcomes

— VET has a presence and is generally 
delivering courses that align with 
industries in the region

— There could be scope for TasTAFE to 
scale up its involvement

— The Trade Training Centre is a genuine 
regional asset, with scope to build on 
its profile and good outcomes being 
achieved

This study found the Huon Valley has a sound educational foundation in terms of facilities and the 
outcomes being achieved…
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
Employment 
facilitators
(Section 4)

— The Huon Valley has a range of intermediaries operating in the 
region, that aim to provide a bridge between job seekers and 
employers.  These include:
 Transition to Work 
 Job Active Providers
 Apprenticeship Network Providers

— These intermediaries are delivering outcomes and benefits for 
job seekers and employers in some ways, but are driven by the 
rules and performance measures governing their services

— That can lead to some job seekers not getting the necessary 
personalised, case managed care that can be needed for them 
to be placed

— There is also a significant cohort of younger people in the Huon 
Valley who will struggle to be placed in work, due to factors such 
their socio-economic background, substance abuse and lack of 
access to transport

— Employment hubs, such as Huon Works have emerged to 
provide further support to link employers with job seekers

— The dedicated resource now in place servicing the south east 
region of councils (SERDA ) is achieving significant results

— The Huon Valley has its fair share of 
organisations and programs that aim to 
support job seekers and match their 
skills with employers

— Notwithstanding, in other areas across 
Tasmania additional resources are 
being put in place to bridge the gap at a 
local level that those national 
organisations are unable to provide

— The Huon Valley Council has 
witnessed the results being achieved in 
the south east and has commenced a 
process to secure a similar role for the 
Huon Valley region

— Securing the ‘right person’ with broad 
knowledge of the education, training 
and employment ‘system’, along with 
the ability to interact with employers will 
be important attributes for 

The Huon Valley also has in place, a range of providers and programs that aim to link job seekers with 
employers, but not all are working well, and so creating a need for something more…
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
Socio-
economic 
profile
(Section 5)

Population (5.1)
— Around 17,400 residents, on average four years older than the 

Tasmanian average
— Huon Valley has experienced 3.76% higher population growth 

over the past 4 years.
— Huon Valley is projected to reach a population of 20,923 by 

2040 under the medium forecast
Production (5.1)
— The Huon Valley has experienced headline GRP growth of 

49.8% since 2001, averaging 2.8% p.a.
Housing (5.2)
— The median house price in the Huon Valley has risen 22% to 

$383,700 from 2015 to 2018, with Hobart gaining 31%.
— Property sales in the area have increased 24% over the same 

period, compared to a decline of 15% in Hobart.

— An ageing population may present 
workforce challenges in coming years

— Population growth outlook is favourable 
providing it is in the young and working 
age cohorts

— Production has been trending up, 
suggesting good regional jobs growth

— Growing prosperity and the Huon Valley 
lifestyle has driven up housing values 
and sales

— Risk that the ‘new arrivals’ affects rents 
and housing affordability for the ‘locals’ 
who will be the source of labour for 
many future jobs

The Huon Valley has seen favourable trends on many key socio-economic indicators – population 
growth, production  and housing…
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
Socio-
economic 
profile
(Section 5)

Jobs and income (5.3)
— Employees in Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (88.8%) along 

with Accommodation and Food Services (73.7%) represent the 
two highest industries in which residents are employed locally.

— The unemployment rate is comparable to Tasmania, but reliance 
on government income supports is higher

Business and industry (5.4)
— Out of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (26% of Huon Valley 

employment), Aquaculture makes up 15.8% of jobs in the Huon 
Valley followed by Agriculture 7.9%. 

— Forestry and Logging accounted for 3.3% of Huon Valley 
employment in 2009/10 but has steadily declined

— Jobs growth also in Administrative and support services (253); 
Professional, Scientific and technical services (130); Healthcare 
and social services (118), and Manufacturing (105)

Work travel patterns (5.5)
— 55.4% of Huon residents are employed in the region. 
— The Huon Highway (Grove) had increased traffic flow of 22% 

from 2013 to 2018 and 71% of Huon Valley workers commute to 
work by car, which mirrors greater Tasmania

— General prosperity in the Huon over 
recent years has reduced 
unemployment, but may impact on 
labour supply

— The traditional Huon Valley sectors are 
still accounting for the most jobs, with a 
shift to Aquaculture and decline in 
Forestry 1.2% in 2018/19

— Jobs in other sectors are also 
expanding built on the growth of the 
local economy, leading to a more 
diversified economy and need for a 
wider spread of jobs and skills

— A good percentage of people who live in 
the Huon Valley work in the Huon 
Valley, which is a good for local 
businesses

— Traffic flows are inevitably on the rise as 
the region’s popularity as a tourist 
destination grows and more workers 
commute to and from the Huon

Jobs have grown in the expanding sectors of accommodation and food services, agriculture and 
aquaculture, along with business/ administration, healthcare/ social services…
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
Socio-
economic 
profile
(Section 5)

Workforce demand (5.6)
— To meet the workforce requirements an estimated 176 workers 

will be required over the following 5 years (in addition to any 
retirements). The growth industries are expected to be:
 Health Care and Social Assistance – 29 workers 
 Construction – 28 workers required
 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing – 65 workers 
 Accommodation and Food Services – 35 workers 

required
— Jobs in the Huon Valley could grow from almost 5,000 in 2017 

to between 14,000 to 15,500 by 2040 depending on the 
population series that unfolds.  

— Access to public transport and support 
for learner drivers in outlying regions is 
still a major issue for job seekers

— Based on official forecasts and 
approximations the demand for workers 
in the Huon Valley will continue to grow, 
led by the traditional sectors pulling 
through the supporting sectors

Jobs growth is expected to continue in those key sectors over the next five years and beyond, all else 
being equal, which could put existing education, training and support systems under pressure…
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Conclusions 
Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

The key findings… The so what….
The industries
and employers
(Section 6)

— The Huon Valley has a diverse economic base, with businesses 
operating across a wide range of industries

— The growth industries to emerge from the consultations 
undertaken as part of this study tend to confirm the official 
forecasts extrapolated for the Huon Valley:
 Aquaculture – major players targeting 5-7% growth p.a.
 Agriculture – major players targeting 10-15% growth p.a.
 Heath and aged care – driven by ageing communities and 

a shift to at home care
 Tourism and hospitality – many micro-businesses that in 

aggregate will expand with increasing visitor numbers
— Growth in these sectors will underpin growth in other supporting 

sectors such as building and construction, along with 
manufacturing and processing, business and administration, 
culture and the arts

— The key skill and capability gaps to emerge from discussions 
with employers are in the areas of: 
 Employability and ‘soft skills’ – customer care, personal 

presentation, 
 Mid-management – employees with supervisory skills 

developed over and above their technical skills

— The outlook for the Huon Valley is very 
positive, all else being equal

— The ‘shock’ created by the COVID-19 
pandemic with set some industries 
back, especially those reliant on visitors 
and population growth in the Huon 
Valley

— The duration of the shock cannot be 
reasonably foreseen, but is likely to be 
in the order of 1-2 years – a more ‘u’ 
shaped recovery across the region 
more broadly

— This will present challenges for school 
leavers and workers as un-employment 
and under employment will rise

— Investment in education and training 
programs that lift employability skills, 
provide clear career paths and more 
effectively match job seekers with 
industry needs will be critical for the 
community of the Huon Valley

Skill gaps in the Huon Valley now will require some adjustments to be made to existing education and 
training systems and models to meet the needs of industry going forward…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Recommendations

Recommendations
The Council 
and Skills 
Tasmania

1. Develop an overarching governance arrangement to take carriage of considering the findings, issues, 
opportunities and recommendations set out in this study.

2. Council to continue to pursue funding for a dedicated resource to connect job seekers with employers and 
other employment facilitators, drawing on the lessons of the role now being undertaken for the SERDA.

3. Rejuvenate the Huon Valley Service Providers Network as a structured forum to ensure strengthened 
connections between the sectors - education, training, job facilitation and employers groups.

4. Consider leading and/ or supporting specific local initiatives such as industry events, jobs fairs, school and 
Trade Training Centre showcase events to amplify the linkages between education and employment and 
the job opportunities and skill needs in the Huon Valley.

5. Continue to amplify council’s vision to strengthen local appropriately skilled employment as part of its 
broader economic development strategy.

6. Develop an ‘open for business’ mindset in the consideration of developments that will stimulate growth and 
jobs in the region, while balancing environmental and social responsibilities

7. Continue to maintain and invest in local infrastructure and amenity that aims to make the Huon Valley an 
attractive place to visit, live and work within, in order to maximise expenditure in the region.

8. Promote and expand Skills Tasmania’s targeted industry and employment programs in the region.
9. Develop specific awareness of the COVID-19 related skills and employment initiatives and work with other 

stakeholders to promulgate those the through Huon Valley regional networks
10.Develop an appreciation and monitor the evolution of Industry 4.0 and the funding and incentives available 

that could impact on, and support the transformation of jobs, skills needs and industries in the Huon Valley.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Recommendations

Recommendations
The educators 
and trainers

1. Continue to strengthen the profile of the Trade Training Centre as a significant community asset, through 
initiatives such as but not limited to broader community engagement, some independence from the 
Huonville High school in terms of web-site presence and autonomy.

2. Look to strengthen the prominence of Tasmania’s leading post secondary institutions – UTAS and 
TasTAFE – in the Huon Valley, amplifying and making plain, the pathways from high school through further 
education and training to jobs in the Huon Valley region and beyond.

3. Increase the profile and take-up of Australian School Based Apprenticeships as a legitimate pathway for 
students to gain hands-on work experience while remaining engaged with school through to Year 12.

4. Continue to work on programs that develop core employability skills such as foundational literacy/ 
numeracy, personal presentation, punctuality, customer service, client care.

5. Continue to promote the role and services being provided by the Libraries in the region, in areas that 
support literacy development, preparation for work and social engagement for longer term unemployed 
workers.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…
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Huon Valley Regional Workforce Plan

Recommendations

Recommendations
Job facilitators 
and industry

1. Work with the Department of Education and the high schools in the region to promote and implement 
Australian School Based Apprenticeships as an accepted pathway for students in years 9 to 12.

2. Promote and refine as required, other traineeships and work-experience initiatives to allow students to get 
a ‘taste’ of careers at an early age and develop on-the-job skills in parallel to completing their studies at 
school through to year 12.

3. Raise the profile of industry employment hubs, such as those in place for the aged care and fisheries 
industries.

4. Embrace the possibility of additional resources, along the lines of that now in place at SERDA, to provide 
improved capability to match job seekers and employers in the region.

5. Participate enthusiastically in any Council and/ or Government led initiatives in the region that aim to 
stimulate awareness and interest in jobs and careers in the Huon Valley.

The study has identified a number of opportunities for Council and other key stakeholders in the Huon 
Valley to progress, in order to meet the future workforce capacity and capability requirements…



Appendix 1:
Skills Tasmania 
Funding Activities
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Skills Tasmania Funding Activities: Livestock and Dairy
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Project Name

Dairy Industry Management, OHS 
Qualifications

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Dairy

Funding Body

Skills Fund

Date of Deed/Contract

1-Jan-20

Project Summary

• Apply chain of responsibility legislation, regulations and workplace 
procedures

• Implement and monitor work health and safety procedures 
• Apply fatigue management strategies 
• Apply quality systems 
• Participate in environmentally sustainable work practices 
• Deliver & monitor a service to customers 
• Organise receival operations 
• Certificate IV in Building and Construction (Building)

Project Name

Wool Harvesting Training Program 
2018-22

Industry (ANZIC category)

(A) Wool industry

Funding Body

Wool - Skills fund

Date of Deed/Contract

30-Sep-18

Project Summary

To deliver Wool Harvesting Training through in-shed shearing coaching 
and schools that will increase the number of shearers and wool handlers; 
improve shearer and wool handler skills; improve knowledge or WHS, 
drug and alcohol policy and animal welfare and handling; and result in 10-
12 new trainees each year in Cert II/III Shearing or Cert II Wool Handling



Appendix 2: 
Detailed Sector 
Plans and Outlooks
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Key workforce issues facing 
the tourism and hospitality 
sector centre around:

— Sourcing an adequate 
supply of labour

— Seasonal demand and the 
casual nature of the labour 

— Competition from other 
industries and growth in 
demand for labour centred 
in Hobart

— Skills deficiencies and 
inadequate training options

— A past training focus on 
qualifications rather than 
skills

— Attraction of labour to the 
regions influenced by needs 
for accommodation and 
access to public transport

— Needing to look interstate 
for labour to fill higher end 
positions in both urban and 
regional locations

Current workforce issues/challenges
Labour Supply Challenges

— Tapping into new labour sources within the community

— Attracting additional workers during peak seasonal periods

— Improving the effectiveness of government employment 
programs for the industry

— Understanding the regional impact of projected visitor growth 

— Improving the perceptions of choosing the hospitality/tourism 
as a career choice

The most difficult jobs to fill are Chefs, Cooks, Bakers and Pastry 
Cooks, Food trades assistants, Sales staff and Team leaders

Lack of Skills in the industry’s workforce

— Lack of skills of employees, especially in customer service

— Training programs aren’t aligned with industry needs 

— Lack of specific skills to support emerging markets 

— The partnerships between education and training providers 
and the industry need to be stronger

Attracting labour to regional areas – This is problematic when 
attempting to attract workers who have families because it can 
be difficult for spouses to find employment in the region.

Improving access to affordable accommodation – limited supply 
of affordable accommodation in some regional areas.

Reducing transport barriers to employment – Poor public 
transport services in regional areas acts as a barrier to the 
industry attracting workers.

Source: Tasmanian Tourism and Hospitality Industry Workforce Development Plan, 
November 2016, pg. 4-7

Tourism and hospitality
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector Forces/Trends

— Tasmanian tourism and hospitality is experiencing significant 
expansion and diversification

— The industry is experiencing sustained growth and record 
numbers of visitors and record spending

• There were 1.15 million visitors to Tasmania in 2014-15 
which was an 8 percent increase on the previous year

— These trends for high growth are projected to continue

• It is estimated that visitor numbers could increase to 
2.0M visitors by 2030

— Government has granted $1M to the Tasmanian Hospitality 
Association to establish an operate a not-for-profit, industry 
led RTO

— Tourism in Tasmania directly and indirectly contributes 
around $2.55 billion or 9.9% to Gross State Product with a 
direct contribution of $1.17 billion (around 4.6%) and an 
indirect contribution of a further $1.38 billion (around 5.3%) 

— Tasmania's tourism industry is made up of around 2100 
separate businesses and directly and indirectly supports 
around 36 700 jobs in Tasmania or about 15.3% of total 
Tasmanian employment. Given the importance of the 
tourism/hospitality industry to the growth of Tasmania’s 
economy there has been (and still is) a close working 
relationship between these industries and the Tasmanian 
Government.
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Key workforce issues facing 
building and construction 
sector centre around:

— An ageing workforce with 
a significant reduction 
over the next 10-15 years

— Growing reluctance to 
take on apprentices along 
with attracting and 
retaining apprentices

— The costs and structure of 
the training and 
apprenticeship model

— The industry is very male 
dominated

— Changing technologies 
affecting traditional 
building methods

Current workforce issues

— Workforce planning must start well in advance due to the 
aging workforce. The industry may lose 10% of the workforce 
by 2020 and a further 15% over the next 15-20 years

— Failing to have replacement workers will have significant 
implications on the ability to meet community expectations in 
terms of availability, quality, cost and productivity

— There is a disincentive to recruit as the workforce ages and 
businesses begin to wind down. 

— The industry is highly responsive to demand which causes 
employment levels to fluctuate over short periods

— To access trade training you must be employed. The system 
currently provides for trade training beyond a certificate II 
level until employment is achieved

— Trade and other qualifications in the industry have long lead 
times with qualifications taking four years or more to attain

— There is significant wage competition between industries for 
young people (e.g. call centre, hospitality, age care) and  
competition between apprenticeships and tertiary education

— Non-completions of apprenticeships are still a concern (14% 
of number in training 2014/15)

— There is a need to market employment of females both in 
schools and to the industry in general

— There are concerns whether the industry has a sufficient 
number of skilled workers able to perform conservation work 
to maintain heritage estates

Source: Workforce Development Plan 2016-2020 Building and Construction 
Industry, TBCITB, pg 10-15

Building and Construction 
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector Forces/Trends

— The building and construction industry provides 10% of Tasmania’s 
fulltime workforce. It provides the essential infrastructure that other 
industries need 

— As at August 2016 the industry employed 18,600 workers which 
equated to an 18% increase in comparison to August 2014

— Of the 18,600 employed, it was predicted that 4,100 people will 
make up the civil construction workforce

— Activity levels within the industry were expected to improve in the 
next two years. This was evidenced with an expected growth in 
turnover from $2.38 billion in 2014/15 to $2.45 billion in 2016/17 and 
$2.38B in 2017/18

— The industry employed 1,195 apprentices in 2014/15 which is a 6% 
increase from the previous year. However, this figure is still below 
the highs of 2010

— Whilst work safety is improving, it remains a key focus for the 
industry as 7% of the state’s lost time injuries relates to construction 
and building

— The industry has variation in qualification levels. ABS data indicates 
that licensed trades have high qualification rates whilst finishing 
trades have low level

— The workforce is predominantly male with 88% of employment being 
male nationwide. 98% of apprentices in Tasmania are male (94% 
nationwide)

— Technology has advanced in the industry through Building 
Information Modelling which help with designing, creating and 
maintaining assets. Off-site construction is also growing within the 
industry with modular designs

Source: Workforce Development Plan 2016-2020 Building and Construction Industry, 
TBCITB, pg 7,8,15,30
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— An ageing population in 
the regions

— Female dominated 
industry

— The ageing of the 
workforce

— The low employability 
skills for many seeking 
lower level positions, 
due to broader socio-
economic disadvantage 
in the regions

— Generally tight funding 
to the sector and need 
to embrace new 
technologies to 
improve labour 
efficiency

— Some current skills 
shortages – registered 
nurses

Current workforce issues

Workforce planning must start well in advance due to the aging 
workforce. The industry may lose 10% of the workforce by 2020 
and a further 15% over the next 15-20 years

— Failing to have replacement workers will have significant 
implications on the ability to meet community expectations 
in terms of availability, quality, cost and productivity

— Efforts have been undertaken to promote greater youth 
participation in the Aged Services industry. One such 
example is the Youth Engagement Project, developed by 
the Tasmanian Aged Services Sector. As part of the 
project, participating schools can nominate to hold “taster 
days”. These allow interested students to gain knowledge of 
the industry and network with employers. Students can gain 
a pathway into Aged Services through the School-based 
Trainee Pathway Program. This provides work experience 
opportunities for students in years 10-12. Federal 
government incentives of between $2,750 and $5,500 per 
trainee are available, with the Tasmanian Government’s 
Small Business Grant potentially available as well.

— The aging population has significantly increase the demand 
side aspect of the industry, as a result there is a steep 
demand for labour and industry training. 

Source: Aged Services Sector – Aged Services is not just for Old 
People (Youth Engagement Project) Project Evaluation Report, 
2018, accessed 15/01/2020.

Aged Care Services
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector Forces/Trends

— Tasmania has an aging population meaning that more employees will 
be required in aged care in the future

- In June 2011 the median age for the Tasmanian population was 
40.4 years

- Since 2001 Tasmania has overtaken South Australia to have the 
oldest median age of any state or territory

- Over that 10 year period Tasmania also had the highest increase in 
the median age of 3.2 years

— From 2001-11 the percentage of the population aged over 65 increased 
from 13.8% to 16.1%

— The aged care sector implemented a plan called ‘Developing 
Tomorrow’s Workforce Today – A Workforce Planning & Development 
Support Model Project’. This plan was implemented to work towards 
achieving outcomes that are associated with 5 key actions - Workforce 
planning, Brokerage (Workforce Planning and Development Support 
Service) Service, Capability and capacity building, Learning and 
Development Networks, and Skilling and developing our workforce

— The project has made the aged care service sector in Tasmania more 
aware of the workforce demographics now and into the future and the 
skills and requirements associated with the workforce.

— The Youth Engagement Project has been established to promote 
greater youth involvement in Aged Services.

— Participating schools can nominate to host “taster days”, which allow 
interested students to gain knowledge of the industry and network with 
employers.

— School-based Trainee Pathway Program: Provides work experience 
opportunities for students in years 10-12, Federal government 
incentives of between $2,750 and $5,500 per trainee are available and 
State government Small Business Grant may also be available. 

Source: Developing Tomorrow’s Workforce Today – A Workforce Planning & 
Development Support Model, December 2012 
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Key workforce issues facing 
the disability sector centre 
around:

— Recruiting of staff at all 
levels 

— Retention of staff, mainly 
leaders, managers and 
volunteers 

Current workforce issues/challenges

There are two primary issues facing the workforce in the disability 
care sector. These are:

- Difficulty in recruiting

- Difficulty in retaining

Difficulty in recruiting - The areas that were the most difficult to 
recruit staff in were:

- Leaders and managers – 60%

- Permanent allied health staff – 50%

- Trustees, directors and management committee members 
- 47%

- Volunteers – 45%

- Permanent direct support staff – 44%

- Casual staff – 35%

Difficulty in retaining - The areas that were the most difficult to 
retain staff in were: 

- Volunteers – 33%

- Leaders and managers – 27%

- Casual staff – 21%

- Trustees, directors and management committee members 
– 18%

- Permanent allied health staff – 9%

- Permanent direct support staff – 9%
Source: Tasmanian Disability Workforce Strategy and Action Plan, NDS, February 
2016, pg 14 (Table 7)

Disability services
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector Forces/Trends

— The state is currently rolling out the national disability insurance 
scheme (NDIS) which is expected to be fully operational by July 
2019

- The NDIS is being progressively rolled out in age group 
brackets

- When the scheme is fully implemented it is expected to cover 
over 10,500 Tasmanian’s with disability 

- The NDIS is intended to help people who have a permanent 
and significant disability that means they need assistance with 
every day activities 

— Once a person receives support under the NDIS they may either 
maintain their current support arrangements or change to new 
ones so long as they are allowed under the NDIS legislation

— The implementation of the NDIS around the whole of the state will 
mean that more disability workers will be required in regional 
areas

— The implementation of the NDIS is predicted to provide good 
employment opportunities for Tasmania  

— There are 216 agencies registered to provide services under the 
NDIS. These include providers such as taxi services, local 
governments and fitness centres

Sources:  https://ndis.gov.au/about-us/our-sites/TAS.htmlTasmanian Disability Workforce 
Strategy and Action Plan, February 2016
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- Primary issues include the 
increasing pressure on 
technological advancement in 
the industry. 

- Some traditional 
manufacturing industries 
have suffered recent 
declines. 

- Growth in high-value 
advanced manufacturing 
has contributed to the 
greater importance of the 
sector as a whole to the 
Tasmanian economy.

- With significant State and 
Federal investment in 
maritime and defence 
strategies in particular, the 
sector is well-placed to 
establish competitive 
advantage in relation to its 
niche, high quality 
production and processes.

Current workforce issues/challenges

- Keeping up to date with technology. Traditional 
manufacturing industries are suffering. 

- High Labour Costs 

Manufacturing and Processing 

Sector Forces/Trends

- The Labour Market Information Portal predicts the following growth 
for the Manufacturing sector around Tasmania for 2024, Launceston 
and the North East (-0.1%), South East (0%), West and North West (-
0.2%) and the rest of Tasmania (-0.3%). The only positive growth 
region for this sector was greater Hobart region where the portal 
predicts growth of (0.3%).

Source: Labour Market Information Portal, Australian government, 2019 
Regional Projections to May 2024

Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study
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Key workforce issues facing 
the dairy industry centre 
around:

— A general shortage of 
labour at all levels

— Lack of interest and/or 
awareness of jobs from 
locals

— Shortage of high-calibre 
managers to manage 
farms

— No coordinated approach 
to labour recruitment 
across the industry

— Difficulty attracting labour 
to more remote regions

Current workforce issues

— Lack of irrigation in some key production areas 

— Rising costs of key inputs – water, electricity, gas and 
labour

— Volatility in ‘flow on cost price squeeze’ and prices on the 
international dairy commodity market means stakeholders 
and farmers are hesitant to enter the industry 

— Genetically Modified (GM) pasture varieties for use on dairy 
farms will be ready for commercialisation within the next five 
years. Jurisdictions able to leverage GM pasture 
technologies will obtain a productivity advantage over areas 
where farmers are prevented from using this technology. 

— High debt levels and limited business and financial 
management skills of some producers impact on their 
capacity to manage volatility and respond to opportunities. 

— Impact of intensive farming procedures on the environment

— High entry costs (land) and negative perceptions of dairy 
farming has caused a limited number of individuals/groups 
entering the industry and a diminished workforce available.  

— Shortage of high-calibre managers able to manage farms 
on behalf of or in partnership with investors 

— High growth rates bring financial, environmental and animal 
welfare risks that need to be carefully managed

— Shortage of qualified/trained farm managers and labour 

— Substitute products for dairy is emerging as a potential risk 
in the medium to long term. New innovative products are 
being released (mainly international market) which could 
eventually cause significant barriers for dairy operators. 

Source: Food and Agriculture – Dairy, Sector Summary 2014, 
Department of State Growth  

Dairy
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Sector Forces/Trends
— Tasmania’s milk production costs are consistently lower than most other 

Australian dairy regions, resulting in higher returns on capital invested. This has 
driven the industry growth over the last two decades. 

— Tasmania is the third largest dairy producer, accounting for 8.3% of the nation’s 
milk output. In the ten years to 2011-12, Tasmanian milk production grew by 
around 22%

— National trend towards fewer but larger farms. With the largest average herd size 
in the country at 367 (2014)

— Economic growth and changing diets in China and other emerging economies 
saw global dairy exports grow from eight million to 11 million tonnes per annum 
between 2000 and 2012

— The dairy sector is growing in response to increasing international and domestic 
market demand, but producers (farmers), particularly those that are highly 
geared, must be able to manage the price volatility on the international dairy 
commodity market 

— 5 to 10% of dairy farm operators are on the market to sell

— The Tasmanian dairy industry continues to have small training culture and is not 
a significant user of formal, structured tertiary or vocational training. Statistics 
point out that there has in fact been a reduction in the take up of accredited 
training by dairy farmers over the period between 2002 and 2006 

— A climatically favourable season in 2013/2014 saw milk prices reach a near 
record high with industry experts expecting it to continue into the medium term, 
though price volatility remains a risk

— Approximately 1,100 people are employed in Tasmania’s fermentation industry, 
870 of those being full time employees. An estimated 350 additional positions will 
be required within three years, including 40 in beer, 45 in cider, 95 in dairy, and 
170 other positions. The industry mainly consists of three roles, including 
leadership/managerial, Specialists, and Operations.

Source: Food and Agriculture – Dairy, Sector Summary 2014, Department of State       
Growth  
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Key workforce issues facing 
the fruit industry centre 
around:

— Shortage of business 
management and 
supervisory skills

— Challenges with recruitment 
and retention due to the 
seasonality of the work and 
the wages on offer

— Competition for scarce 
labour in the regions from 
other industries

— Lack of knowledge of 
career pathways

— The image of the industry is 
not attractive to employees

— The access to training 
programs and resources in 
the regions

— Quality of local labour is not 
adequate, there is a driving 
need for immigrant labour

Current workforce issues
— The industry is shifting towards higher skill requirements, 

particularly in terms of managing, leading and innovating. 
Evidence suggests there is a genuine concern by small business 
operators that they do not possess the necessary business 
management skills to help their business grow 

— Worker recruitment and retention

- The key challenges in retaining workers reported by firms in 
the fruit industry involve the seasonal nature of the work and 
the salaries/wages

- Concern amongst industry operators that there is a need to 
improve the ‘image’ of the industry and increase the 
attractiveness/appeal of the job

— Constantly changing production requirements and market 
conditions e.g. ’backpacker’ tax, trade agreements, demand for 
exports

— Competition for labour - higher wages offered in different 
industries for job roles with transferable skills 

— Lack of career pathways 

- School leavers contemplating a career have grown up with an 
industry that has hit the headlines for all the wrong reasons

- Information about opportunities for careers in agriculture is 
often lacking, unfocused, or not up to date

- Access to resources, programs and training systems seems 
complex and difficult

Sector Forces/Trends
— The growth in production expected by the fruit industry is likely to drive 

an increase in demand for skills and labour. Due to the fact that skilled 
labour was flagged as a key challenge and not the availability of labour
more generally, this indicates that the level of skilled workers will be a 
key determinant in the industries growth expectations. Tasmania is 
becoming one of the highest cost producers in the world due to the 
significant effect from high labour costs.

— Over the last five years, evidence suggests that the industry and larger 
businesses within the industry are seeking more managerial type roles 
and leadership positions. Larger businesses indicate a greater need for 
occupational related licenses and qualifications (skilled labour) 

— The percentage of foreign workers within the industry still account for 
nearly half of the workforce (46% in 2011).Employment of ‘backpackers’ 
and the taxation requirements has been an ongoing topic of discussion 
over the last five years. The industry reliance and growing demand for 
backpackers as part of its seasonal workforce, means that any changes
in visa arrangements and tax legislation can cause confusion. The 15% 
flat rate backpacker tax came into effect from 1 Jan 2017

— The increased expectation for a greater demand in the fruit industry 
workforce has meant that there will be a bigger push for an effective 
collaboration between industry, training systems and the government

— There is greater use of social media and labour hire/recruitment 
companies for recruitment of seasonal staff in the berry and summer 
stone fruit sectors

— Growth expectations were strongest with large fruit businesses, 
especially those business involved with cherries and berries. Growth 
expectations were strongest in the northern and southern regions

Source: Skills Needs Analysis for the Tasmanian Fruit Industry 2014, 
AgriFood

Fruit
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Skills Needs Analysis for the Tasmanian Fruit Industry 2014, AgriFood,
pg 6, 8, 11, 12
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Sector Forces/Trends

The growing recognition of Tasmania’s wine through independent wine shows, 
public events and various awards, has seen the demand for Tasmanian wines 
‘outstrip’ supply and prices for both grapes and wine amongst the highest in 
Australia

Value of Tasmanian wine sales is growing at an estimated rate of 11.1% per year

The strong reputation of Tasmanian wine has led to an increase in investment 
over past years and is expected to continue to attract new entrants. Global 
recognition of the quality of Tasmanian wines has continued to provide economic 
growth for the industry, with net investments in the industry rising

The value per litre of Tasmanian wine exported is almost four times the national 
average, and Tasmanian wines represent 6% of Australia’s overall premium wine 
sales. Over the last five years to 2013, average annual production in Tasmania 
has been approximately 8000 tonnes of grapes. With an average purchase price 
per tonne of $2,393

Tasmanian wine industry has however a continued dependence on a seasonal 
workforce. With 58% (2013) of workers being seasonal

Given the impact of climate change, some areas of mainland Australia may be 
unsuitable for wine grape production in the future. Growing global demand for 
cool climate wine styles (Tasmanian wines), and that of climate change may 
provide greater growth in demand for Tasmanian wine products. 

There is a push towards attracting winery visitation and building winery tourism in 
Tasmania  By the end of 2015-16, the industry expects the Tasmanian grape-
bearing area to increase from 1538 hectares in 2013, to 2000-2500 ha. 

The top three positions in terms of growth within the industry are forecast to be: 
1. Vineyard worker (40%), 2. Cellar door (27%), 3. Cellar hand (13%) .

Sources: Tasmanian Wine Sector Development Plan, June 2013
Food and Agriculture – wine Sector Summary 2014, Department of State Growth

Wine
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Key workforce issues 
facing the wine industry 
centre around:

— Attraction and retention 
of highly skilled labour 

— Providing career 
pathways 

— Ageing workforce

— Yield variability and the 
variable demand for 
labour this creates

— No specific viticulture 
training qualifications run 
in Tasmania 

— The current structure of 
training requires that 
trainees work a minimum 
of 20 hours per week 
every week. This does 
not suit industry needs.

Current workforce issues

— 58% of the workforce is seasonal. The seasonal 
workforce is made up of 62% female and 37% male. 
24% of seasonal workers are employed through an 
agency. Those that employ seasonal workers through 
an agency said they represent 47% of their seasonal 
workforce 

— Access to water and water security (in some regional 
areas) 

— Tasmania is a small – scale and high cost producer and 
most compete on the basis of quality 

— Attraction and retention of highly skilled labour 

— Providing career pathways 

— Ageing workforce 

— High freight costs (chemicals, empty bottles and other 
components that need to be imported)

— Yield variability associated with cool climate viticulture 

— No specific viticulture training qualifications run in 
Tasmania 

— Flexible Working Arrangements – the current structure 
of training requires that trainees work a minimum of 20 
hours per week every week. 

— This does not factor in the busy periods when 
employees are working longer hours, such as picking, 
or when there are quiet periods at the worksite, such as 
post vintage

— The wine industry’s key contacts consider that their 
industry’s workforce plan was comprehensive and 
nothing further could be added through additional 
consultation

Source: Tasmanian Wine Sector Development Plan, June 2013 
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Key workforce issues facing 
the seafood industry centre 
around:

— Wild catch fisheries have an 
ageing workforce with an 
average age of 49.5.  60-
70% of the workforce is 
over 50 and not many 
young people coming 
through 

— Seasonality of the work 
available 

— Competition for workers 
amongst other industries 
and sectors

— Annual workforce 
development funding is not 
long term and strategic

— Industry attractiveness and 
appeal to younger workers

— Flexible, cost effective and 
accessible training to 
regional areas

— Environmental issues 
impacting on workforce 
demand e.g. POMS, algae 
blooms

— The remoteness of the 
location of jobs

Current workforce issues

— Seasonality of workers; labour demand and supply shortages 
(Forecasting). Data that is currently available from the ABS, ABARE 
and other government bodies does not provide sufficient level of 
detail

— Competition for workers amongst other industries and sectors and 
worker retention. Workers are not tied to the industry, meaning that 
depending on their level of training, they can transfer to other 
industries ie oil and gas, that are higher paid. 

— Availability of funding. The present State and Federal government 
arrangements for contributing funding for industry skills 
development and training operates on an annual budget 

— Issues arise when firms need to plan beyond the 12 month period

— Workforce strength and level of training held

— Employee induction processes

— Consulting with stakeholders revealed difficulties in attracting, 
training and upskilling workers, particularly in regional areas 

— The costs associated with the process of hiring and training 
employees

— Industry attractiveness and appeal 

— Flexible, cost effective and accessible training to regional areas

— Wild capture fisheries have experienced poor growth.

Sector Forces/Trends

— Since 2000/01 the value of seafood production in Tasmania has 
more than doubled 

— The seafood industry is a major contributor to the 
economy/employment of regional areas

— ABS estimates indicate that at least 2,258 Tasmanians were 
directly employed by the fishing industry in 2006

— 3 main subsectors within the seafood sector which have 
different characteristics regarding the nature of the workforce, 
size of the workforce and the nature of training required to work 
in the sector. These subsectors; Wild Catch, Aquaculture and 
Post Harvest/Processing.

— There is a strong industry demand for skilled workers at all 
levels

— The gross value of the Tasmanian seafood industry in 2009/10 
accounted for 26% of the gross value of Australia’s fisheries. 
This makes Tasmania’s seafood industry Australia’s most 
valuable

— Occupations with the greatest number of jobs include: Technical 
Assistant, Farm Attendant, Hatchery Attendant, Hatchery 
Technical Officer and Technician. 

— The gross value of production of Tasmanian fisheries and 
aquaculture grew 4% year-on-year in 2017 to $946.9 million. 
Overall production volume declined 7% in the same time period. 
81% of gross value of production consists of aquaculture ($771 
million), with 19% comprised of wild catch ($176 million). 
Aquaculture’s gross value of production increased 6%, with wild 
catch declining 4%. Wild catch production volume declined 
23%.

Seafood
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Tasmanian Seafood Industry Workforce Plan, April 2013 Source: Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council – Seafood Jobs Stage 2 Final 
Report, 2019, accessed 15/01/2020.
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Key workforce issues facing 
the salmon industry centre 
around:

— Competition for workers 
amongst other industries 
and sectors

— Industry attractiveness and 
appeal

— Superior wages on offer in 
competing sectors e.g. oil 
and gas

— A continually changing 
regulatory environment 
makes workforce planning 
more difficult

— Flexible, cost effective and 
accessible training to 
regional areas

— Reduced quality of 
candidates seeking roles in 
the industry

— The remoteness of the jobs, 
unsociable working hours 
and access to 
accommodation

— Retention of aquaculture 
graduates in the state

— Male oriented industry

Current workforce issues/ challenges

— Limited access to new farm sites in existing marine 
farming development areas

— Balancing industry expansion with environmental 
sustainability and community acceptance

— Production growth needs to be carefully planned and 
matched to market demand growth 

— Reduction in port access or sea freight services to the 
mainland 

— Potential biosecurity and fish health risks 

— Competition for workers amongst other industries and 
sectors

— Workers are not tied to the industry, meaning that 
depending on their level of training, they can transfer 
to other industries i.e. oil and gas, that are higher paid

— Continuing difficulties with government frameworks 
and regulation aimed at ensuring long term 
sustainability

— As global aquaculture production increases, access to 
sustainable sources of fish protein and oil for feed is 
becoming an issue. (Leading to research and 
development in alternative food sources)

— Flexible, cost effective and accessible training to 
regional areas

— Industry attractiveness and appeal

— Workforce strength and level of training held

Sector Trends

— The Tasmanian salmon industry’s competitive advantage derives from 
geographic location (Tasmanian waters are within the biological water 
temperature for salmon), production efficiencies, reputation for clean and 
safe produce and proximity to its key domestic market

— Strong growth in the salmonoid sector, with a goal to become a $2 billion 
industry by 2020.

— There has been significant economic growth within the industry and is an 
integral part of all Tasmanian industries with over 1200 directly employed 
and a further 3500 indirectly employed (2013)

— Industry peak body (TSGA), believe the salmon industry in Tasmania can 
grow to a value of $1 billion

— Farmed salmon have become the leading farming activity in Tasmania 
ahead of dairy, vegetables, poppies, pyrethrum, beef, fine wool, wine and 
the once iconic apple industry. It has become a standout Tasmanian 
brand icon

— The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (UNFAO), reports 
that by 2025 over half of all seafood consumed globally will be farm 
produced. 

— Marketing featuring the pristine waters of Tasmania has been a driving 
force in the industries success story. The rise in the middle class of South 
East Asian regions, and growing popularity of Tasmanian salmon from 
interstate and abroad, will help push the industry into a thriving position in 
many more years to come

— Increased access to world class, local research capacity to drive 
innovation and sustainability…Focusing on health, environmental and 
regulatory issues

— Aquaculture is the world’s fastest developing source of animal protein, 
growing by more than 60 percent over the past decade.

Seafood: Salmon
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Tasmanian Seafood Industry Workforce Plan, April 2013
Source: Food and Agriculture – salmonid, Sector Summary 2014, Department of State Growth. 
Tasmanian Seafood Industry Workforce Plan, April 2013          
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The Tasmanian Government as 
invested, and continues to 
invest considerable funding into 
workforce development and 
training for the primary industry 
sector.

- A decline in employment is 
evident in the sector, and is 
predicted to continue.

- Increased demand for 
employees technology 
based skills. 

- With its reach across the 
state, breadth of job roles 
and focus on technology, the 
primary industry sector in 
Tasmania has employment 
opportunities for people of 
varying skill levels and 
interests.

Current Workforce Issues

— Industry suffering an ongoing skills shortage in both 
forestry management and supervisory roles.

— Shortage is expected to worsen as enrolments in 
diploma level qualifications decline.

— University courses which provide for higher career 
options in the forestry industry are at risk of being lost 
due to the continued shortage of graduate foresters.

— Cadet Forester Program allows students from year 12 
onwards to gain necessary qualifications and begin 
training in the industry.

— Agribusinesses have reported that the greatest barrier 
to industry job growth is a lack of suitable candidates. 

— Businesses also require sales and service skills, 
administrative and human resource skills, machine 
operation competency, technology literacy, as well as 
qualified Agronomists and Horticultural Specialists. 
Currently, businesses are reliant on casual labour 
during peak periods. 

.

Sector Forces/Trends

— The median age of a forestry worker in the Huon 
Valley is 45 years (2016), up from 41 in 2011. 36.2% 
of workers have a non-school qualification (i.e. 
Diploma, Bachelor’s Degree etc.), up 3% in the same 
time period. The region has experienced a decline in 
unskilled workers of 17.6%.

— The most sought after skills include people skills and 
livestock handling. 

— Tasmanian agriculture has a farm gate value of $1.5 
billion, with a 2050 target of $10 billion.

Forestry and Livestock
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Source: Arbre – Cadet Forester Project Creating Pathways for Professional Careers in the 
Forestry Industry Final Report for Skills Tasmania, 2018, accessed 15/01/2020.
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Huon Valley Statistical Areas
Huon Valley Workforce Planning Study

Geeveston - Dover

Cygnet

Huonville – Franklin

Data assumptions
• Due to the unavailability of data for VET enrolments in the Huon Valley Local Government 

Area (LGA) - Statistical Area 2 (SA2) data was applied as a substitute.
• The three SA2 areas utilised were Huonville – Franklin, Cygnet and Geeveston – Dover 

(pictured above).
• The western area (Wilderness – East) of the Huon Valley LGA does not fall within these 

three SA2 regions however as per ABS data the population in this region is only 17 people. 

Wilderness – East 
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